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Sally Brock, Nicola Smith, Anita Sinclair and
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World Championships in Sanya (see pages 20-21)
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From the Chairman

Last Thoughts for 2014

by Jeremy Dhondy

click
link

ONE of the great figures of English bridge, sadly,
passed away in October. You can see the obituary
for Tony Priday on page 23. It is also online. This
article could not pass without me saying that
Tony was a vice-president for forty-five years and
during that time he was immensely influential
and helpful to so many in the EBU and bridge
world in general. When I first started playing
bridge, more years ago than I care to remember,
some players in our top congresses were not
always totally welcoming (where have we heard
that before?). Tony made a point of always
greeting everyone, including me, who arrived at
his table, making them feel not only welcome but
almost accepting of the bad boards they often left
his table with. We will miss him and the EBU is
organising a function in January to celebrate his
life.

invoice for postage subsequently received.
There is a selection of the correspondence
received on page 35. We will review the
comments received, not least to see if we can
make the magazine even better than it is for
future editions. Meanwhile as we move into 2015
the programme to increase the number of old
editions of the magazine available on the web will
continue and the next set to appear will be the
magazines that were published between the end
of the EBU Quarterly in 1984 and the start of the
online copies in 2007.

EBED
2014 was the year in which the charity, EBED,
started its life. It is beginning both to develop
programmes and also to attract funds. You can
find out more by looking at www.ebedcio.org.uk

Gold Award
England Supporters
Last year Sally Bugden ended her term of office as
the EBU Chairman. She oversaw many key
changes including Universal Membership and the
formation of the charity EBED, and left the EBU
a stronger place than when first she started on the
board. At the AGM in late November she was
presented with a Gold Award, the EBU’s top
honour. Full details of this and the other awards
made at the same time will appear in the next
issue. They can also be seen at www.ebu.co.uk/
awards

Feedback
Thank you for your feedback on the new-size
magazine. Bridge players aren’t always receptive
to change so it was pleasing to see that those who
replied preferred the new format to the old by a
margin of 2 to 1. That gave the Editorial Board a
warm feeling and so did the significantly reduced
www.ebu.co.uk

The English international teams did excellently in
Croatia as has been previously reported, all
winning medals and all qualifying for the World
Championships next year held in Chennai. If you
haven’t planned your holidays for next year, you
might like to consider a trip to India in
September, and include some time in Chennai,
watching the three England teams play in the
World Championships. A group of England
supporters will be there. If you are interested and
would like to be kept informed, please contact
Godfrey King on godfrey.king@outlook.com

And Finally . . .
I’d like to wish all readers a Happy Christmas and
New Year, and if you are playing bridge over the
festive period I hope you have an enjoyable and
successful time.
r
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Christmas Quiz 2014

Quiz Questions
THIS year’s Christmas Quiz will have two winners, the
highest scorer in each of these categories: NGS grades
2-8, and 9 and above. Ties will be resolved by a draw.
Our Quizmaster, fresh from a string of successes at
home and abroad, is Mike Bell. The prizes on offer are
either £100 towards entry fees to an EBU event or a
luxury Pelissier table. Your choice!
Entries must reach the Editor (23 Erleigh Road,
Reading RG1 5LR or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk) not later
than 5th January 2015.

click

by Mike Bell
6.

link

´KQ8 ™KQ6 tAK7642 ®3

You open 1t; partner responds 1´. What call do
you make?
(A) 2™; (B) 3t; (C) 3´.

SECTION B (Question 7)
You are West, holding the hand shown. Which lead
would you make after this auction? You will be
given a mark out of 10 for your choice.

7.

´ K 6 3 ™ K Q J 9 t 7 4 ® K Q 10 5

SECTION A (Questions 1–6)
Which of the three selected bids would you make?
You are playing pairs and unless stated otherwise
it is Love All. You will be given a mark out of 10 for
your choice.

1.

´AQJ74 ™QJ83 tKJ2 ®6

Right-hand Opponent (RHO) opens 1®. Your call?
(A) Double; (B) 1´; (C) 2®.
____________

2.

´7 ™K872 tK6 ®KQJ542

You open 1® and partner responds 1™. Your call?
(A) 2™; (B) 3™; (C) 4™.
____________

3.

´ K 10 3 ™ 9 4 t 7 6 ® A J 10 9 5 2

Partner opens 1´ (Acol); RHO passes. What call do
you make?
(A) 1NT; (B) 2®; (C) 2´.
____________

4.

´AJ87532 ™Q6 t74 ®83

You are the dealer at Game All. What call do you
make?
(A) Pass; (B) 2´ (weak); (C) 3´.
____________

5.

´KJ7 ™A5 tK63 ®KJ972

RHO opens 1™. What call do you make?
(A) Double; (B) 1NT; (C) 2®.
www.ebu.co.uk

West

North

East

Dble
All Pass

2t

2´

South
1t
3t

What lead do you make?
(A) ´3; (B) ™K; (C) t7.

SECTION C (Questions 8-9)
In each case which of the three example hands
would bid according to the sequence given? What
should the other two do differently? Again,
assume you are playing duplicate pairs and the
vulnerability is Love All. You will receive 6 marks
for the correct answer – in Mike’s judgement – and
2 marks each for giving the correct alternative
bidding for the other hands.

8. Partner opens 1´; you bid 1NT; partner bids
2™, which you pass.
a) ´ Q 4 ™ K 7 6 5 2 t K 3 ® 8 6 4 2
b) ´ J 6 ™ Q 10 7 t A 8 6 3 ® J 10 3 2
c) ´ 8 ™ Q 5 3 t Q 6 2 ® A 10 9 7 6 4

____________

9. Partner opens 1NT (12-14 points); you raise to
2NT.
a) ´ 10 8 4 2 ™ Q J 6 t K Q 10 ® Q J 10
b) ´ K Q 8 ™ A J 4 t 7 6 4 2 ® J 5 2
c) ´ K Q 9 4 ™ 7 4 t A 9 3 ® Q 10 6 2
December 2014 English Bridge
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Pairs Tactics
Declaring an Anti-room Contract
IT happens. You and/or partner have taken slightly
odd decisions in the bidding and have (a) overbid,
(b) underbid, or (c) are playing in the wrong strain.
(a) Overbid. You are (say) in a near-hopeless 4´
and the room will surely be in a more sensible
2´ (which you can see will make comfortably).
Simple – you must make it. If you make it
(with or without overtricks), you have a top; if
you go down (one, or four), you have a
bottom. You must play flat out to make 4´ –
just like at teams (and/or rubber/Chicago).
(b) Underbid. You have (say) stopped in 1NT
when you have 26 points and the field will
clearly be in 3NT. Play quickly – it doesn’t
much matter what you do. If 3NT is making,
you have a bottom; if 3NT is going down (and
you don’t do anything ridiculous in the play in
1NT), you have a top.
(c) Wrong strain. You are (say) in 3NT but should
be in 4´ – your nine-card fit, where the rest of
the room are bound to be. You’ll have a chat
about your auction with partner later. In the
meantime, you must try to salvage some matchpoints.
First consider how the play in 4´ is likely to go
at all those other tables – can you ‘guesstimate’
how many tricks will be made? If you think 4´
will make ten tricks, then your trick target in
3NT is ten – to beat the 4´ score by ten points.

click

by Andrew Robson

link

If you must take a big risk to garner the tenth
trick in your 3NT, so be it. Needs must. The
point is that making nine tricks in 3NT is the
same bottom as making no tricks at all.
Now let’s have a look at this deal:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ K962
™A6
tA842
®K92
73
´ J4
N
KQJ52
™874
W
E
95
t Q J 10 7 3
S
J873
®Q64
´ A Q 10 8 5
™ 10 9 3
tK6
® A 10 5

Your bidding:
West

North

East

South
1NT

Pass

3NT

All Pass

Recommended bidding:
West

North

East

Pass
Pass

2®
4´

Pass
All Pass

South
1NT
2´

In my view, the fault did not lie with South: most
modern experts would open the South hand 1NT,
not 1´, to avoid the rebid problem. North, however,
should have used Stayman, that most vital of conventions playing pairs: 4-4 major fits (let alone 5-4)
almost invariably play a trick better than no-trumps,
especially with a hand such as North’s without any
no-trumpy queens, jacks and tens.
8
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Anyway, the play (in 3NT) is the thing. Declarer
can see that 4´ will make eleven tricks, including a
heart ruff in dummy. To score any match-points on
the board, declarer therefore needs to make an
eleventh trick in his 3NT (in which case he will
score almost all the match-points). Ten are easy. The
eleventh looks impossible.
West led the king of hearts, declarer ducking, and
continued with a second heart to dummy’s bare ace,
East playing upwards to suggest an initial three-card
length. Declarer now cashed his spades, leaving this
position as the fifth spade was led:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

—
QJ5
9
J87

—
—
A842
K92
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

—
8
Q J 10
Q64

8 (led)
10
K6
A 10 5

There is actually no way for the defence to prevent
declarer scoring an eleventh trick. Best is for West to
let go a heart and East a club (a diamond going from
dummy). Declarer now leads a diamond to dummy’s
ace followed by a diamond back to his king. This
forces West to come down to one (winning) heart
and three clubs (throw a club and the defensive
clubs will all fall under the ace-king). At trick ten
declarer exits with his ten of hearts. West wins, but
must open up the clubs. His (say) low club goes to
the queen and ace, whereupon declarer leads back a
second club to dummy’s nine. The vital eleventh
trick, on which all the match-points depended, is
made.
At teams (or rubber bridge), this would be a very
dull deal. At pairs it is simply fascinating: that all-ornothing quest for the eleventh trick, even though
declarer is in a nine-trick contract.
r
When you have finished reading
this magazine, if you don’t want
to keep it please recycle it.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Fiction

The Matron’s Complaint

click

by David Bird

link

THE Matron gave a small sigh as Bertie Bellis and
Percy Cutforth arrived at her table. Ah well, perhaps
it wasn’t so bad to get them out of the way at an
early stage.
‘Did you see the sunset tonight, Matron?’ asked
Bertie Bellis, lowering himself into his favourite
South seat. ‘It was the most amazing colour for
almost ten minutes.’
‘I was far too busy,’ the Matron replied. ‘The
foolish Simmonds boy cut his knee, playing some
rough game. It needed dressing.’
‘That’s why I like playing bridge,’ observed an
amused Percy Cutforth. ‘No-one ever gets injured.’
‘An aunt of mine once fell off her chair while
playing bridge,’ said the Matron. ‘She thought she’d
broken her hip until they took an X-ray.’
Bertie Bellis smiled. ‘We’d better be careful while
we play the next board, then,’ he said.

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ 642
™763
tAK654
®A9
J 10 9 7 3
´—
N
J 10 9 2
™AKQ84
W
E
J
t Q 10 9 3
S
10 7 5
®8632
´ AKQ85
™5
t872
®KQJ4

West
The
Matron

North
Percy
Cutforth

2™
Dble

3™
All Pass

East
Stefan
Götel
1™
Pass

South
Bertie
Bellis
1´
4´

There was surprise around the table when the
10 English Bridge December 2014

Matron ventured a penalty double of the senior
maths master’s spade game. Backing her defence
against Bertie Bellis’s cardplay was like investing in a
75/1 outsider for the Derby.
Stefan Götel overtook the jack of hearts lead with
the queen and persisted with the suit, declarer ruffing.
The ace of trumps confirmed the expected 5-0 trump
break and Bertie Bellis drew a second round of
trumps. One trick had already been lost and an
ordinary mortal would conclude that there were three
further losers, two in trumps and one in diamonds.
Bertie Bellis had other ideas. He led a diamond to
the ace and then turned to the club suit. Both
defenders followed to three rounds and he discarded a diamond from dummy, retaining the last
heart. When he played his fourth club winner, the
Matron ruffed with the nine of spades and another
diamond was discarded from dummy. The Matron
returned the jack of trumps to declarer’s queen and
these cards were still to be played:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

10
10 9
—
—

—
7
K6
—
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

—
K
Q 10
—

8
—
87
—

The Matron shrugged her shoulders when Bertie
Bellis led a diamond towards dummy. If she ruffed
with her master trump, declarer would score the last
two tricks with a trump and the king of diamonds.
It seemed she would have to discard a heart.
‘Win with the king,’ said Bertie Bellis. He ruffed a
heart with the eight of spades, the Matron having to
www.ebu.co.uk

follow suit, and this brought his total to ten tricks.
The Matron had to ruff her partner’s diamond
winner on the final trick.
‘I had five trumps!’ exclaimed the Matron. ‘It was
an obvious double after your strong bidding,
partner. How many points did you have?’
‘Only 11 points,’ Stefan Götel replied. ‘Nice hand,
though.’
‘Well, that’s the problem then,’ declared the Matron.
‘It may be fashionable to open on poor 11-counts
but it rarely leads to a good score. Even the Headmaster did it the other day. A very poor example to
the boys.’
Stefan Götel listened politely. Anyone failing to
open on his hand would presumably have dropped
one of the top hearts on the floor.
‘Give yourself another high card and my double
would have worked very well,’ continued the Matron.
‘In fact Bertie might have gone two down!’
A few rounds later, the Matron faced two of the
more promising performers in the fourth form. She
was soon installed in 3NT.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ A6
™KQ6
t K 10 8 7 4 3
®63
94
´ K J 10 7 5 3
N
98742
™ 10 3
W
E
S
AQ2
t6
K 10 5
®A942
´ Q82
™AJ5
tJ95
®QJ87

West
Neil
Phillips

North
Stefan
Götel

Pass
All Pass

3t

East
John
Hutson
2´
Pass

jump bid nowadays, was it? That was a bit weird,
even by the Matron’s standards.
‘I was hoping for around 15 points,’ continued the
Matron. ‘Play low, please.’
Hutson won with the king of spades. Seeing no
future in the spade suit, he switched to the two of
clubs, covered by the queen and king. When Phillips
returned the club ten, Hutson followed with the four,
maintaining communications with his partner.
Not looking too entranced by this turn of events,
the Matron won with the jack of clubs and led the
jack of diamonds. Phillips rose with the ace and led
his remaining club. Two club tricks in the East hand
put the game one down.
‘I had to bid 3NT with 11 points and a spade
stopper,’ declared the Matron. ‘A total of twentythree points simply isn’t enough, partner.’
Stefan Götel nodded politely. It wasn’t enough
when the Matron was declarer, that was true. If she’d
won the first trick with dummy’s ace of spades, her
´Q-8 would still stop the suit. She could have
crossed to her hand with the jack of hearts to run
the jack of diamonds. Nine tricks would have been
easy.
‘I’ve never liked weak jump overcalls,’ continued
the Matron. ‘This board rather proves my point!’ r

South
The
Matron
Pass
3NT

Phillips led the nine of spades and down went the
dummy.
‘Only twelve points?’ queried the Matron. ‘I was
expecting rather more when you jumped to the
three level.’
The two boys shared a glance. 3t over 2´ was a
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints

Blocking Play

North

East

Pass
Pass
All pass

1´
3´

Pass
Pass

HHHHH
Declarer wins with the ace, partner showing an even
number. Declarer now plays a spade to dummy’s
queen and your partner’s king. Partner returns the
four of clubs which is ducked by declarer. How do
you defend?
This is the position you have reached:
South
1t
3t
3NT

PLAYING teams, South opens 1t, North responds
1´ and South rebids 3t. What call do you make
with the North cards?
Partner is unlikely to have four hearts since his
rebid indicates the values for a reverse and if he held
four hearts it would seem normal to try to
investigate the major-suit fit in preference to rebidding diamonds. Therefore it is better to show
your sixth spade as a spade fit is a stronger
possibility.
Over this South bids 3NT, which becomes the

BRIDGE AND GOLF GIFTS
DIRECT LTD
Large selection of bridge and golf gifts, and
bridge accessories available online at

www.bridgeandgolfgifts.co.uk
( 07853 066 582
(please quote English Bridge)
E-mail: baggdirect@live.co.uk
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link

final contract.
Now switch to the West seat for the defence; you
begin by leading the queen of clubs.

Game All. Dealer South.
´ Q J 10 9 8 5
™AJ32
t4
®53
´ A7642
™ Q 10 5
N
W
tQ
® Q J 10 2

West

click

by Heather Dhondy

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

A764
Q 10 5
Q
J2

J 10 9 8 5
AJ32
4
—
N
W

It is important to stop declarer making all his spade
tricks and partner must have a good diamond
holding or else declarer would have been playing on
diamonds. Therefore you know that declarer holds
the king of hearts for his bid and you cannot kill the
dummy by switching to the suit. Return the jack of
clubs, keeping an entry to partner’s hand. Declarer
wins and plays a low heart. What now?
If declarer holds three hearts the contract cannot
be beaten since he always has two entries by way of
the working finesse. However, if his holding is king
doubleton, you can block the suit by inserting the
queen. If you don’t do this, he will take the finesse to
gain an extra entry, and then overtake the king on
the second round once spades are established. Your
blocking play restricts dummy’s entries and declarer
is unable to set up the spades.
This was the full deal:
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q J 10 9 8 5
AJ32
4
53
A7642
´
Q 10 5
™
N
W
E
Q
t
S
Q J 10 2
®
´3
™K4
tAJ96532
®AK8

K
9876
K 10 8 7
9764

What do you think of North’s bidding? Even facing
a singleton, his spades are solid enough as a trump
suit, and with only one likely entry to his hand in
3NT it was not going to be possible to establish the
suit. Therefore he would have been better off
insisting on spades and indeed, even with the bad
break, 4´ cannot be defeated.

Heather’s Hints
1. When you have a choice of games, try to
work out what may happen in the play. On
this deal North knew that South held only
one spade, and even if it was an honour,
declarer would still need two entries to
dummy to establish the suit, which looks
unlikely. Therefore you can work out that 4´
is almost certainly going to be a better
contract.
2. Think about declarer’s entry problems, and
what you can do to prevent a suit being
established. On this hand you know that
declarer has no option but to try the heart
finesse, so playing the queen can’t cost even
if declarer began with three hearts.
r

Please help us to help you
by ensuring your contact details,
including your email address, are up to date.
Visit the Members’ area at www.ebu.co.uk
and use the ‘My Details’ tab,
or contact the EBU on ( 01296 317200.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Tips
Set Problems for the Oppo
THE late great English international John Armstrong
once said to me: ‘Bridge is a simple game: set the
opponents a problem and if they solve it, give them
a trickier one on the next hand’. This is so true and
is something I always keep in mind.
Obvious examples are not allowing the
opponents to buy the hand at the one or two level or
perhaps preempting or opening a little light
particularly if the vulnerability is suitable. More
difficult examples are deceptive declarer play or
perhaps the hardest of all is when the defence can
combine to deceive the declarer.
You pick up at favourable vulnerability in a teams
match:

´
™
t
®

K87543
52
64
Q73

THE BRIDGE ENGLAND
SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS
in support of our national teams
takes place on 3rd and 4th February 2015
at clubs around the country.
As well as prizes for those who do well, each
competitor will take away a booklet of
commentaries for all 32 boards, written by
the foremost stars of the English game
including Andrew Robson, Paul Hackett, Sally
Brock and many other current internationals.

For a list of participating clubs
please visit
Bluepointed

www.ebu.co.uk/
sim-pairs

www.ebu.co.uk

click
link

bid again but that isn’t often the case. Think to
yourself: when you bid to 4™ with a fit, what is the
bid you hate to see? So bid it. Bidding 4´ has so
many ways to win:
1. It’s a cheap save;
2. It may be cold;
3. It may push the opponents to 5™, possibly
going down;
4. It may even help partner in the defence if the
opponents do bid on to 5™.
The full deal on this occasion:

Your left-hand opponent
opens 1™. Partner overcalls
2® and right-hand opponent bids 4™. Should you
bid 4´?

Well, if you pass you aren’t setting the opponents a
problem; sure, occasionally partner will be able to

by David Gold

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ K87543
™52
t64
®Q73
J9
´ Q2
N
K 10 7 6 4
™AQJ93
W
E
S
Q73
t A J 10 9 2
10 8 5
®A
´ A 10 6
™8
tK85
®KJ9642

4™ is cold; 4´ is one off if the opponents find their
club ruff – not trivial. Your left-hand opponent will
probably try 5™, which in turn will set your partner
a problem! He does best to pass but even 5´
doubled two off is better than 4™ making. How
much more interesting the deal becomes when you
bid 4´.
Once in a teams match I asked John how the
opponents had missed an apparently easy 3NT
contract. His response: ‘Pretty difficult to bid 3NT
over our 4t!’
So remember: set the opponents a problem and if
they solve it, set them a harder one next time! r
December 2014 English Bridge
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Bridge with a Twist

Psyches Part II
PSYCHING is a contentious topic, with widely
differing opinions held by those who think it is (and
should be) part of the game, and those who would
ban it completely. Psyches seldom pass off smoothly.
If they go wrong, your partner is upset; if they
succeed, your opponents are extremely upset.
If you have never psyched and want to see the
effects close up, then the next time you are first or
second in hand and hold something like:

16 English Bridge December 2014

link

´ Q J 10 8 6 5 3 ™ 7 4 t 9 7 ® 4 3

Osborne chose to bid 4™. He didn’t make it – no
surprise there – but he had kept his opponents out
of a cold 6™.
Here’s another one, bid and played by Phil King in
the 2002 Rosenblum against a top Indonesian pair:

´95 ™Q76 tJ864 ®9762

try opening 1´ and watch the ripples spread. Don’t
worry about the vulnerability. (This is not a serious
suggestion – Ed.)
In the early days of bridge, psyching was accepted,
even celebrated. Bridge columns regularly reported
successful psyches. Dorothy Sims, a contemporary
of Ely Culbertson, is credited with inventing the
psyche. Maybe ‘popularising’ is a better word; in
1932 she even wrote a book entitled Psychic Bidding.
Adam ‘Plum’ Meredith, part of Great Britain’s
winning Bermuda Bowl team in 1955, was a serial
psycher, nearly always in spades. John Collings
became notorious for psyching 4´ in the 1965
European Championships when holding eight clubs
to the A-K-Q. Unfortunately his partner took him
seriously and Collings played in 7´ doubled click
and went ten down (see English Bridge,
link
October 2010, page 19).
Your partner opens 1NT and your right-hand
opponent overcalls with a natural 2®. Be wary of
bidding 3NT with enough points for game and a
double club stop; if RHO is Colin Simpson he may
well hold three small clubs and five cashing hearts.
(Sorry for giving away your trade secrets, Colin.)
These are the sorts of risky bids that led S.J. ‘Skid’
Simon to write: ‘A psychic bid is made in an attempt to
persuade an opponent that you hold cards in your hand
which, up to then, he thought he held in his.’
Occasionally a player makes a psychic bid that is
so successful you have to applaud. England international Graham Osborne heard his partner open
3® first in hand. His RHO passed and, holding:

click

by Simon Cochemé

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer West.
´ J7532
™ 10 8
t94
®J874
86
´ K Q 10 9 4
N
AQJ9762
™K
W
E
75
t K 10 6 3
S
Q 10
®963
´A
™543
tAQJ82
®AK52

West opened 3™ and, after two passes, King bid 3NT,
a bid described as ‘interesting’ in the Daily Bulletin.
The ´8 was led. King won with the ace and cashed
®A-K. The sight of West’s queen was good news.
South played a club to dummy’s jack and led the t9.
East covered with the ten and the tJ won the trick.
Declarer went back to dummy with the ®8 and took
a second diamond finesse. Rather than hope that the
diamonds were 3-3 (in which case West’s opening
lead would have been an unlikely singleton), King
decided to exit with a heart, confident that East had
started with a singleton honour (otherwise West
would surely have led a top heart). West, of course,
failed to find the Crocodile Coup play of the ™A, and
his partner was obliged to overtake the ™J with the
king. East cashed two spades but then had to lead
away from ´10 tK-6. A diamond into declarer's A8-2 would have given declarer an overtrick, so East
played a spade and King had his nine tricks. Bravely
www.ebu.co.uk

bid and brilliantly played!
In the expert game there are many situations
where high-level bids are not always what they
seem; call them psyches or call them bluffs. Zia
Mahmood is the master of the psychic cue-bid and
the phoney lead-directing double. And there are
some famous distributional deals where psychic
Exclusion Blackwood has worked a treat, dissuading
an opponent from leading a suit in which you have
told him you are void.
Experts rarely psyche against weak players. They
don’t need to resort to psyching to win, and they
know it puts weaker players off the game. If an
expert psyches against you, take it as a compliment!
‘To psyche’ is an irregular verb: ‘I make tactical
bids; You psyche; They have concealed partnership
understandings’. A light-hearted ditty, but that last
phrase is very important; a pair should not have
secret understandings or agreements. You may not
assume (especially if this particular partner has done
it before) that your partner doesn’t have his bid. This
is known as ‘fielding’ the psyche, and is illegal. You
have to bid on until clear bridge logic tells you
otherwise. Suppose you are fourth in hand with:
´ K 10 7 ™ A 6 t Q 9 8 6 ® Q 10 5 3

Your left-hand opponent opens 1´ and partner
overcalls 1NT. Your right hand opponent bids 2´.
The points don’t quite add up, but you can’t assume
that your partner is fooling around and decide to
pass rather than bid an automatic 3NT.
The ‘inadvertent psyche’ (technically a mis-bid)
was introduced to the game about thirty years ago,
with the arrival of bidding boxes. No-one would say
‘One heart’ when they meant to say ‘One spade’, but
they might well pull the 1™ card out of the bidding
box by mistake. When this happens to you, you
should call the director as soon as you realise, before
your partner bids. If you pause to think or if your
partner has already bid, it is too late; you must keep
a calm demeanour, soldier on, and hope it works
out well for you.
What about psyches in the play of the hand? I
think these are false-cards, and no aspersions can be
cast on them. Leading fifth best when your card says
fourth best; feigning strength by playing on your
weakest suit in a no-trump contract; winning a trick
with the ace when the queen would have done just
as well. These are all accepted strategies by which
defenders and declarers try to bamboozle each other.
Now go back and read the second paragraph again.
Have a go – you know you want to! (Stop it, Simon.
Don’t try to lead our readers astray – Ed.)
r
www.ebu.co.uk

27 – 30 December 2014

YEAR END
CONGRESS

Greenpointed

Royal National Hotel, London WC1
Special package deals are available – single-bedded rooms
only – at the nearby Imperial Hotel. For details and
reservations contact Imperial Hotel Ltd.,
Central Reservations Office ( 020 7278 7871

Stratified Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams
Mixed and Open Pairs
Really Easy Afternoon
Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

28 – 30 December 2014

NORTHERN
YEAR END CONGRESS
NEW
VENUE

Mercure Dunkenhalgh Hotel,
Clayton le Moors BB5 5JP ( 01254 426800
Bluepointed

Mixed / Open Pairs
Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams

Greenpointed

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members
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Traps for the Unwary

Raising Partner – Part II
IN the October issue we looked at raising partner’s
suit, principally a major where raises are altogether
more common. This month we are going to
concentrate on conventional aids that enable us to
raise partner with more accuracy and freedom.
Last time we saw that a raise from 1´ to 3´ was a
limit raise, inviting game. Typically hands were in
the 10 to (a poor) 12 range. An immediate raise of
1´ to 4´ is based on a weak freak and shows a lot of
shape and playing strength, but not much in the
way of high cards.
What then should you bid when you have a
comfortable game raise, say a run of the mill 14
count that expects 4´ to be the limit but doesn’t
mind partner bidding on when he has a few extra
values?
Back in the olden days (not that I was around to
witness them first hand) there used to be a
convention known as the Delayed Game Raise,
whereby you responded in another suit and leapt to
game later showing support for partner and a fair
side suit. That would work perfectly when you
picked up Hand A:

Hand A
´ AQ86
™ 73
tAKJ84
®43

You could respond 2t and
then leap to 4´ and partner
would know exactly what
you had. The problem is
that these hands are very
rare, you are much more
likely to pick up something
like Hand B:

Telling partner that your
hand is all about diamonds
by responding 2t to 1´ is
simply going to cause confusion. By the time you
have communicated your
spade support to partner it
will be too late for him to
evaluate his hand properly. He will over-value
Hand B
´ KJ86
™ AJ5
tJ976
®A8
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by Michael Byrne

click
link

points in diamonds (for example thinking K-8-4 is
a great holding) if you place emphasis on the suit by
responding in it.
Instead, science has the answer. The best response
on hands with game-forcing values (12+) and fourcard support for partner is the Jacoby 2NT, to elicit
more information from partner. Broadly speaking
the reply of 2NT to one of a major says the following:
a) I have four-card support for your major suit,
and opening values (12+);
b) I am intending to play in game, perhaps
higher;
c) I want to know more about your hand.
The opener then communicates to his partner what
he has. There are several different ways of responding to 2NT, I am going to attempt to describe the
most common one,
The most important thing when working out
whether two hands fit well together is to look at
whether, if one hand has a singleton, it is facing the
right holding. So the opener bids three of a suit in
which he has a shortage (singleton or void) to tell
his partner.
At the other end of the spectrum if you have
opened 1M (one of a major) on a strong no-trump
type of hand, then you need to tell partner this as
well, hence 3NT says you have 15-19 points in a
balanced hand and only four cards in your major
suit. That leaves three of the major suit and four of
the major suit. As in general when you are in a
game-forcing auction a jump straight to game
(consuming all that valuable bidding space) carries
the message of weakness, a minimum hand with no
shortage, something like a 5-4-2-2 12 count would
be ideal for a jump to four in opener’s suit. A bid of
three of the major instead would be non-minimum,
showing a bit extra but no shortage, perhaps a 5-42-2 15 count, or slightly less with a six-card suit.
And finally, a rarely used bid is a jump to four of
a lower suit to show a 5-5 hand with good suits.
www.ebu.co.uk

To recap, after 1´ – 2NT (Jacoby):
3®/3t/3™
3´
3NT
4®/4t/4™
4´

= Shortage
= A waiting bid, no shortage but
non-minimum
= 15-19 balanced with a four-card
spade suit
= A 5/5 hand with good suits
= A poor hand

immediately agree the suit, thus taking away any
ambiguity about what trumps are, and you notify
partner that it is a game hand, so that you can use
the three and the four level to explore for slam
without getting too high.
The convention also has the added advantage that
if the opponents intervene you have already told
partner about the fit and that it is a game hand.
Let’s review a few dos and don’ts of the Jacoby
2NT:

Let’s have a look at a few example hands that would
respond differently to the Jacoby 2NT:
Do:
Hand 1
´ J9764
™KQJ5
tA2
®J3

Hand 2
´ J9764
™KQJ5
tA43
®6

Hand 3
´ J9763
™KQJ5
tA2
®KJ

Hand 4
´ K98743
™6
t A K J 10
®65

The first hand is pretty foul with bad spades and not
much shape. A leap to 4´ describes it well, showing
a minimum with no singleton or void. (Note that
your rebid over a 1NT, 2® or 2t response would have
been to show the hearts, but having found a nine-card
major suit fit you no longer need to do that).
Hand 2 is still pretty grim but you must do your
duty and show your shortage to partner by bidding
3®. It is for partner to decide how high to go once
he knows more about your hand.
Hand 3 may have poor spades but with extra
values a jump to 4´ would be pessimistic; 3´ as a
waiting bid is correct, and allows partner to start
cue-bidding if he has anything extra.
Finally, Hand 4 has a wonderful side suit of diamonds but remember that 3t would show shortage
not length. The correct bid is 3™ to show the
singleton, and await developments.
You may ask, what comes next? The majority of
the time partner will stop in game and you will have
gained nothing, but when it is a matter of reaching
a delicate slam, particularly when the values are split
relatively evenly (say 15 apiece with a singleton in
one hand) then you will be the big winner.
The advantage of the Jacoby 2NT is that you
www.ebu.co.uk

•

Make sure that you tell partner that you
have a fit by responding with a Jacoby
2NT in preference to changing the suit.
Show shortage if partner responds with a
Jacoby 2NT. However weak you are, it is
your duty to tell partner how the hands
are fitting together.
Downgrade any honours you hold in a
suit where partner tells you he is short;
the best holding to have when partner has
a singleton or void is three or four small
cards opposite his shortage.
Don’t:
Leap to four of the major suit after
partner has used Jacoby unless you have a
terrible hand; those two rounds of bidding
are not to be thrown away lightly.
Respond a Jacoby 2NT on a weak hand
with a load of shape and not enough high
cards; that is not the right sort of hand for
r
the bid.

•
•

•
•

CONGRATULATIONS
to Denise Miller and Rob Corrie
from Middlesex, gold medal winners
of the Bridge Event at the
18th Mind Sports Olympiad 2014.
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Report

Gold and Bronze Medals in Sanya
by David Bird
THE 14th Red Bull World Bridge Series took place in
Sanya, on China’s Hainan Island. The first major
championship was the Mixed Teams and what a start!
The gold medallists were Salvo, the team captained by
England’s Anita Sinclair (Nafiz Zorlu, Sabine Auken
and Roy Welland, Marion Michielsen and Zia
Mahmood). The following deal caught my eye, from
the semi-final against Rossard:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer North.
´ J 10 8 6 5
™AK2
t Void
® 10 9 7 5 4
Void
´ K72
N
J8654
™ Q 10 3
W
E
A Q J 10 7 3
tK98642
S
A3
®J
´ AQ943
™97
t5
®KQ862

West

North

East

South

Gawel

Zia

Brewiak

Michielsen

Pass
4t
5™
Pass

Pass
5t
Pass
Pass

1´
Dble
5´
6´

2t
Pass
6t
All pass

Zia started with a splinter bid and continued with a
5™ cue-bid, Michielsen declining to bid a slam
opposite a passed hand. Zia’s pass of West’s 6t was
clearly a ‘forcing pass’, yet another suggestion that
6´ might be a good idea. Michielsen did bid 6´, and
all depended on the lead. Ace and another club will
defeat the slam, but how was West to know that? He
led the tA and the slam was swiftly made.
20 English Bridge December 2014

At the other table a similar auction unfurled:
West

North

Zorlu

Romanowski Sinclair

East

South
Rossard

2´
Pass
6t

Pass
4´
5´
Dble

1´
Pass
Pass

Pass
5t
Pass
All Pass

Sinclair ruffed the ´A lead in dummy and drew
trumps, avoiding the possible heart ruff to escape
for one down. That was 13 IMPs to Salvo, who
eventually won 81-62 over 32 boards. In the final
they defeated Geely Automobile from China by 10390. You can watch an interview of Anita click
Sinclair’s gold-medal winning team on:
link
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwxYS1uX1Hs
ON to the Open event, the Rosenblum Cup. Geir
Helgemo and Tor Helness were in breathtaking
form in their semi-final win for Monaco over
Diamond. They met the Polish team, Mazurkiewicz,
in the final and I could not believe it when I woke
up on Thursday morning and saw that Monaco
were losing by 17-79 at half-time. This is an example
of what had been going wrong:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ 86
™32
tJ97
®AQJ942
A K 10 5 3
´ J72
N
976
™AKQ5
W
E
10 2
tAK843
S
865
® 10
´ Q94
™ J 10 8 4
tQ65
®K73

www.ebu.co.uk

West
Jassem

Dble

North

East

South

West

North

East

South

Multon

Maz’wicz

Zimmermann

Brock

Yang Li

Smith

Jiahong Yang

3®
All Pass

Dble

5®
Pass
Pass

2®
3NT

Pass
All Pass

It is a sound general ‘rule’ that you should not
sacrifice on a balanced hand. Pierre Zimmermann
hoped to cause a problem with his advance sacrifice
of 5®. Krzysztof Jassem was happy to double and an
efficient defence claimed +1100.
Sitting South at the other table was the Polish 18year-old super-star, Michal Klukowski. Would he
judge the situation better?
West

North

East

South

Helgemo

Gawrys

Helness

Klukowski

Dble

Pass

3´

3®
All Pass

Yes, indeed! He passed over the double and was
rewarded when Helgemo judged his hand just short
of a 4´ bid. Helness passed this out and eleven
tricks were made for +200. That was a swing of 14
IMPs to Poland. Note that it would turn out poorly
to bid even 4® on the South cards. West would then
know that his partner was short in clubs and surely
bid 4´. The Polish team continued to play at a very
high level and ended worthy winners by the margin
of 131-80.
IN the Women’s world championship, the McConnell
Cup, Sally Brock and Nicola Smith had formed a
team with Marion Michielsen and Meike Wortel of
the Netherlands, and Karen McCallum and Lynn
Baker of the USA. Here are Brock and Smith in action
against China’s Dezhouqiaoxie in the quarter-finals:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ J4
™94
tA83
® K Q J 10 9 3
Q763
´ A 10 8 5
N
87632
™KJ
W
E
KJ
t762
S
52
®A764
´ K92
™ A Q 10 5
t Q 10 9 5 4
®8

www.ebu.co.uk

1t
2NT

On a heart lead, declarer would score at least three
hearts, five clubs and the tA. Brock found a spade
lead and Smith won with the ace. A diamond switch
would work well now. If declarer allowed the jack to
win, West would switch back to spades (leading the
queen to pin the jack) and the defenders would then
score five tricks.
Smith returned a spade at trick two, Brock
winning with the queen. What now? Brock found
the great switch to the tK, aiming to knock out the
entry to dummy’s clubs. Jiahong Yang won with
dummy’s ace and ran the t8, losing to the bare jack.
Spades were cleared and that meant the end of the
contract. Declarer no longer had the t8 as an entry
to dummy and went two down. 3NT was made at
the other table and that was 11 IMPs to the Baker
team. They won this match by 153-118, having been
54-82 down at the half-way stage.
In the semi-finals Baker defeated Moss (USA) by
149-112.5 IMPs. Brilliant! They went on to claim
the gold medals, defeating the China Red team in
the final by 128.7-64 IMPs. Many congratulations to
them and particularly to England’s Sally Brock and
Nicola Smith, who have won so many medals and
major championships over the years.
THE fourth teams’ event was the Seniors
championship. Paul Hackett’s squad (John Holland,
Christian Mari and John Sansom) had a great tournament, defeating Markowicz by 192-86 IMPs in the
quarter-finals before going down 127-80 IMPs to
Sternberg in the semi-finals. Congratulations to Paul
and his team on their set of bronze medals.
r

BURNHAM B WINS NICKO PLATE
ThE NICKO Plate – the 'consolation' competition
for teams losing in the early rounds of the National Inter Club Knock Out – has been won by
Burnham B from Berks & Bucks (David Beever,
Bob holder, Nigel Lancaster and Nigel Marlow,
with Joan Murphy playing in an early round). In
the final, Northampton A (Ross Stacey, John
Josephs, Leszek Lubaszewski, Malcolm Orr-Ewing
and Trevor Wray) conceded with a quarter of the
boards still to play.
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New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and virtually any
opening lead can be successful some of the time.
However, bridge is in many ways a game of
percentages and therefore certain leads will gain more
often than others. In each issue you will be given three
hands and the bidding on each, and you are asked to
choose your opening leads from those proposed by
our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

THIS MONTH’S
QUIZ
Hand 1
´ 765
™ 10 8 7 6
t AQ832
® 5

West

North

East

South
4®

Pass

5®

All Pass

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) a heart; (c) tA; (d) ®5.

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ KJ74
™ 8732
t 2
® 8643

This attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards
(‘Van Gogh – Iris’) is the prize on offer this month.
For information on the new Piatnik cards visit
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The Editor’s decision is final.

West
3´1
All Pass
1
Pre-emptive

East
1´
Pass

South
Pass
4™

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´4; (b) ´K; (c) a heart; (d)
t2.

HHHHH
Hand 3
´ KJ73
™ 875
t KJ85
® 10 6

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,
or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
by 19th December 2014.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

North
1®
Dble

West

North

East

South
1NT

Pass

3NT

All Pass

ANSWERS TO OCTOBER QUIZ: PAGE 26
Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) a heart; (c) t5; (d) ®10. r
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Tony Priday
13th August 1922 – 9th October 2014
BrITISH bridgehassufferedasad
loss with the death of richard
Anthony Priday, the last survivor
of the twenty glory years that
followed the end of World War 2.
Educated at Winchester, Tony
Priday served in the King’s royal
rifleCorpsduringtheWar,rising
totherankofMajor.Subsequently,
he joined the family timber
importingbusinessandultimately
became its managing director. I
wellrecalltryingtocontacthimby
telephone and being told ‘Mr
Tony’s gone down the yard and
onceMrTonygoesdowntheyard,
you don’t know how long he’s
goingtobe’.
Having learned to play bridge at his preparatory school, Tony came to prominence in the
early1950sinpartnershipwithCharlesTatham.
Apparently, the partnership was familiarly
referred to in London circles as ‘Thursday and
Friday’. Tony subsequently had a successful
partnership with Jeremy Flint but – somewhat
surprisingly in view of his later achievements –
was not selected to play in a European Championshipuntil1961.GreatBritainwontheevent
that year and, in Harold Franklin’s view, Tony
and his partner (Alan Truscott) were ‘the most
reliablepaironshow’.
Shortly afterwards, Truscott emigrated and
Tony partnered one of the true greats of the
game, Maurice Harrison-Gray. Their successes
included being selected for the 1966 European
Championship and winning the Gold Cup in
1967and1968.WritinginhisintroductiontoThe
Country Life Book of Bridge, Jack Marx opined:
‘Tony…hadbecomesecondonlyto‘Skid’Simon
asafavouritepartner’.
After Gray’s death, Tony started to play with
Claude rodrigue. The 1970s were a golden
decade for the partnership since Tony and
Claudewereselectedtoplayinnineconsecutive
major international championships, an unprecedented achievement in this country. Tony came
www.ebu.co.uk

out of retirement in 2002 and
playedintheCamrose,forty-seven
years after his first appearance,
and also played in Senior events
withBernardTeltscher:whenthey
last played, their combined age
waswellover180.
Besides being a great player,
Tony was a distinguished nonplaying captain. Perhaps his
greatestachievementwasin1987:
Britain qualified for the Bermuda
Bowlbyvirtueoffinishingsecond
in that year’s European Championship and lost a close final to
the USA. With ten of the eleven
setsplayed,itwasanyone’smatch,
buttheAmericans–particularlyChipMarteland
LewStansby–finishedthestronger.
Tony gave generously of his time to the EBU.
He was a selector for thirty-one years, being
Chairmanfortwelveofthese,andalsoservedon
theLaws&EthicsCommittee.Afterceasingtobe
an elected member of the Selection Committee,
hefrequentlyattendedmeetingsasanEBUVicePresident. When I was the committee’s Chairman,Icametovaluehisexperience,knowledge
oftheplayersandwisecounsel.
As well as a player and administrator, Tony
wasalong-servingbridgejournalist,havingbeen
appointed The Sunday Telegraph’s first columnist
and holding the post for thirty-six years until
beingsucceededbyTonyForrester.
Tony will be remembered for his gentlemanly
attitude as much as for his great ability at the
game. The 1961 European Championship was
held in Torquay: two ladies staying at the
tournamenthotelnoticedhimpassingandoneof
them remarked what a nice man he was – the
other agreed and said that she had been really
surprised when she learned that he was one of
thebridgeplayers!
Tonyissurvivedbyhissecondwife,Vivian,his
firstwife(Jane)havingpredeceasedhim.
(Richard Fleet)
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Great Bridge Disasters

Bandersnatching

click

by David Burn

link

I ALWAYS imagined that the phrase ‘to snatch
victory from the jaws of defeat’ had some classical
origin, because it was what Greek and Roman
heroes were always doing when they weren’t sulking
in their tents, or carrying off one another’s wives, or
arriving home twenty years late to find that their
dinner was still in the oven. Apparently, though, the
metaphor was first used of a regiment in the
Mexican-American war in the mid 19th century,
only a few years before Abraham Lincoln allegedly
accused an incompetent general of snatching defeat
from the jaws of victory.
Disasters at bridge often involve both of these
consecutively – one side appears headed for
catastrophe when some piece of Graeco-Roman
style heroism or (more often) some piece of
incompetent generalship by the opponents will
hand them the possibility of a triumph. Unable to
believe their good fortune, they will promptly hand
it back again. It is not often that a second resnatching occurs, so that victory is attained after all,
but even among the best in the world things like this
happen from time to time. In the 2008 European
Championships in Pau, France, Italy opposed the
Netherlands when this deal occurred:

´
™
t
®

1

2

HAPPY 100TH BIRTHDAY!

Dorothy Mason celebrated her 100th birthday
with her son Paul and members of Southend
and Leigh Bridge Club. Dorothy has been playing bridge for 75 years and plays duplicate
every Thursday afternoon.
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N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ AKJ8654
™86
t Void
®AQ93
9
´ 72
N
K J 10 9
™AQ752
W
E
A8762
tKQ4
S
10 6 4
®J82
´ Q 10 3
™43
t J 10 9 5 3
®K75

West
Brink

North
Bocchi

3NT1
5™
All Pass

4´
Dble2

East
Drijver
1™
Pass
Pass

South
Duboin
Pass
Pass
5´

Showing a raise to 4™ with some defensive
strength.
Showing that the bid of 4´ was based on a good
hand expecting to make the contract.

Had Giorgio Duboin chosen to defend 5™ doubled,
it is interesting to speculate on what he might have
led. North’s double did not have any Lightner
overtones, so a side-suit void was not guaranteed,
but in such positions it may be a good idea for
South to try to hold the lead at trick one in case
something Achillean is required of him at trick two.
It wouldn’t have been a shock to see the great Italian
player lead the queen of spades, on which Norberto
Bocchi could signal with the jack as suit preference
for diamonds.
Thus, perfect defence against 5™ doubled would
have collected 800 points by way of a spade trick,
two diamond ruffs in the North hand and three club
tricks, but the Italians were happy enough with their
www.ebu.co.uk

650 from 5´. It was at the other table that bandersnatching of a kind that can only be described as
frumious occurred:
West
Versace

North
Bertens

3t1
5™
Pass
Pass

4´
Dble2
Pass
6´4

East
Lauria
1™
Pass
Pass
6™3
Dble

South
Bakkeren
Pass
Pass
5´
Pass
All Pass

1 Showing four-card heart support, an unspecified
singleton and about 9-11 points.
2 As at the other table, showing that North expected to
make 4´.
3 Not sure who could make what, but hoping that
either 6™ would be a good sacrifice – it would
not have been, even on imperfect defence – or that
North could be bluffed into bidding again.
4 Perhaps deceived not so much by Lauria as by
Bakkeren, who passed over 6™ simply because he
didn’t have a great deal. But Bertens may well have
construed this pass as forcing, implying a heart control and encouraging further bidding.

The Press Room during major championships these
days contains plenty of partisan journalists watching
the Vu-graph display via Bridge Base Online. When
Lorenzo Lauria bid 6™ there were groans from the
Italian faction in one corner, while the Dutch
pleaded with Huub Bertens to double rather than
bid on. A commentator’s innocent opinion that Ton
Bakkeren’s pass over 6™ might be interpreted by
Bertens as forcing was loudly ridiculed by the men
and women in the orange shirts, and as vociferously
supported by those in blue. When at last the 6´ bid
flashed up on the Vu-graph display, all Rome sent
forth a rapturous cry while the ranks of Tuscany
went off in search of another beer.
But of course, it wasn’t over. An examination of
the deal revealed that the opening lead would be
crucial; obviously the defenders could cash the first
two tricks in hearts for plus 200 and 13 IMPs to
Italy. But Lauria was convinced that to bid 6´
vulnerable against not, one of his opponents
(South, on the auction) would be void in hearts. To
prevent North from ruffing his heart losers in
dummy, and on the general principle that when
your side has the balance of power and the
opponents are at a high level you should lead a
trump, Lauria led a trump. Minus 1660.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON each of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
link
page 62.
N

E

S
1t

W

N

E

1t
?

2®

Pass

S
1®
Pass

Hand 3
´ 653
™A62
t A K Q 10 3
®K6

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1™

S
Pass

Hand 4
´ AK76
™9
tJ8732
® 10 8 3

W
N
E
Pass 1®
2®1
?
1
5-5 in the majors

S
Pass

W

N

E

1´
?

Pass

2™

S
1®
Pass

W

N
3´

E
Pass

S
Pass

Hand 1
´ A 10 4
™ AKQ987
t 10 6
®AQ

Hand 2
´ 10 3
™ KQJ6
tAJ984
®AJ

Hand 5
´ J 10 9 8 5 2
™ AQ
tAQ7
®J8

Hand 6
´2
™A
tAKQJ3
®K97542

W
?

?
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Prize Leads Quiz Answers
Answers to October Problems
click

by Alan Mould

link

(d) A club: 3 marks. I suppose once in a blue moon
partner actually has clubs and is trying to direct that
lead – but how should partner expect you to work
that out? Really this is just leading round into
declarer’s suit.

Hand 1
´ 984
™ 76532
t J4
® 865
West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

1t
3NT
Redble

Pass
Dble
All Pass

HHHHHH

South
1®
1NT
Pass

You had better hope that partner has a good hand or
this will be very expensive! Choose from: (a) a spade;
(b) a heart; (c) tJ; (d) a club.

This will be very expensive if you get it wrong! What
does partner’s double mean? If partner had the
majors he would have doubled 1t; if he had a good
one-suited major, he could have bid it. Thus the
hand partner is most likely to have is a good hand
with diamonds on which he could not bid on the
previous round (perhaps you play 2t as conventional). That gives you the right lead and North’s
redouble should not deter you from that.
(a) A spade: 5 marks. If partner had spades, partner
would have bid them! Still it is better than:
(b) A heart: 1 mark. Unless partner has something
like ™A-K-Q-4, you are never going to make your
long hearts, and why should partner have that?!
(c) tJ: 10 marks. For the reasons given above –
partner has diamonds!

Hand 2
´ KQ74
™ Q74
t K873
® 54
West

North

East

South
1®1
1NT
2™3

Pass
1™
Pass
Pass
2t2
Pass
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1
N/S are playing 5-card majors, better minor
2
Game-forcing checkback
3
Three hearts, may have four spades

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´4; (b) ™4; (c) t3;(d) ®5.

For this problem you need to think carefully about
the auction. North has not shown diamonds (they
have bid 2t but that was a checkback interested in
the majors). Moreover, North seems uninterested in
a 5-3 heart fit. So why bid 2t? The answer must be
that North is 4-4 in the majors (indeed if you ask
this you should be told that). So . . .

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Stewart Harrison,
Gloucester

Open: George Summers,
Hemel Hempstead

Sponsored by
26 English Bridge December 2014
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(a) ´4: 5 marks. Fourth highest of your longest and
strongest. But from the discussion above you know
dummy is putting down 4-4 in the majors, so this is
unlikely to be right.
(b) ™4: 1 mark. I do not see any reason to lead the
opponents’ known 4-3 heart fit with this holding.
(c) t3: 10 marks. This is the indicated lead. North
is 4-4 in the majors, South has better clubs than
diamonds (indeed if you think about it, South will
always have at least four clubs on this auction) so
diamonds are effectively the unbid suit.
(d) ®5: 3 marks. For the reasons given above this is
running round into declarer’s longest suit. Why do
you want to do that?
HHHHHH
Hand 3
´ AK76
™ K742
t J
® Q J 10 4
West

North

Dble

All Pass

East

ENGLAND won the silver medal at the 4th
Commonwealth Nations Bridge Championship,
held in Glasgow, after beating India in the playoff. Congratulations to Ben Green, John Holland,
Phil King and Cameron Small.
The gold medal was won by Wales (represented by Gary Jones, John Salisbury, Mike
Tedd, Patrick Jourdain, Tim Rees and Tony Ratcliff) by virtue of being the only national team
to reach the final. The championship was won
by the Chairman’s Team which comprised England international players Jason Hackett, David
Mossop, Paul Hackett, Andrew McIntosh, Justin
Hackett and David Bakhshi (left to right in the
photo below).

South
1t

Choose from: (a) ´A/´K; (b) ™2; (c) tJ; (d) ®Q.

You have been dealt two leads that appear in
beginners’ text-books. Which one should you make?
I would strongly argue that the answer to that is
neither of them!
(a) ´A/´K: 7 marks. If you are not going to make
the right lead, then this is second best and you may
be able to recover.
(b) ™2: 2 marks. This is the worst of the four leads
in my view.
(c) tJ: 10 marks. When partner passes one-level
take-out doubles like this, he must have good, long
trumps (K-Q-10-9-8-x would be typical, for example) and should be expecting you to lead trumps to
prevent declarer making tricks by ruffing with his
small trumps. If partner isn’t delighted to see the tJ,
he has made the wrong call!
(d) ®Q: 5 marks. The third-best lead and one from
which you may not be able to recover as declarer
may be able to make some cheap ruffs.
r

NEW QUIZ: PAGE 22
www.ebu.co.uk

ENGLAND WIN
COMMONWEALTH
SILVER MEDAL

Photo: © Norma Bain

The England 2 team of Catherine Curtis, Paul
Fegarty, David Kendrick and Jonathan Mestel
narrowly missed a qualifying place, finishing
5th in their group just 4.18 VPs outside the top
four.
David Bakhshi – Andrew McIntosh added to
their success in the main event by winning the
Open Pairs, with Ben Green – John Holland a
close second.
The Scottish President’s Team (Sandy Duncan,
Irving Gordon, Derek Sanders, Stephen Peterkin, Liz McGowan, Sam Punch) defeated
Canada in the final of the last event, the
Transnational Swiss Teams.

HAPPY 100TH BIRTHDAY,
BELLE!
Belle Boast has been playing
bridge for over sixty years and
is a long-standing member of
the EBU and NEBA. She
became 100 in November.
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Ask Gordon

Laws and Regulations

by Gordon Rainsford

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk

click
link

Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information in the letters is incorrect or incomplete.

PETER JACKSON asks: At a local club declarer was
leading to the twelfth trick. It was a ‘winning’
lead and his thirteenth card was also a winner.
On the twelfth trick he advised dummy to play
‘any’ of the remaining two cards. A defender
insisted that dummy must play the card that
the defender wanted him to play. Was he right?

Law 46B5 says: ‘If declarer indicates a play without
designating either a suit or a rank (as by saying ‘play
anything’ or words of like meaning) either defender
may designate the play from dummy’, so yes, the
defender was right.

ALAN COOK says: My query concerns bidding
boxes. Why does (virtually) everyone feel the
need to remove their bidding cards at the speed
of light immediately the final pass hits the
table? It’s like a conditioned reflex. Whoosh,
and they are gone! I thought bidding cards had
to be left on the table until the opening lead is
made and all questions asked but I can find no
reference to this in the laws of bridge.
Am I within my rights to request that the
opponents replace their bidding cards on the
table?

This is not a matter of law, so won’t be in the law
book, but we do have an EBU regulation that says:
‘At the end of the auction the calls should remain in
place until the opening lead has been faced and all
explanations have been obtained, after which they
should be returned to their boxes’, so players should
abide by this. Whether they do or not seems in my
experience to depend on where you are playing.
28 English Bridge December 2014

Although you could ask the opponents to replace
them (and I sometimes do when I am called to the
table as a director at the end of the auction), I think
it wise to choose your moments and your words
carefully, so as not to appear petty!

CLARE BATTEN writes: In order to keep a drive
going, I averaged a board. However, another
table still had a board to play and started bidding. There were two pass cards down when I
went to the table. I was told by someone at the
table and also by someone else that it is an EBU
rule that if the bidding has started then I must
let the hand be played. Is this really the case?

It is actually a matter of law (rather than just an
EBU regulation) that you should not take away a
scheduled board once it has started being played,
but if you had already told the players (or announced
to everyone) that they should not start it, then it is
no longer scheduled to be played by them and so
you should cancel it and penalise them very severely
for disregarding your instructions.

HOWARD DA VALL writes: One of the clubs
where I play regularly occasionally has arrow
switches on the last round. The director insists
that the partner normally playing North must
play the arrow-switched hands as West. Playing
instead as East, I am informed, will affect the
individual’s NGS grade.

It will not affect your NGS grade, but it will affect the
analysis of your play on Pianola or Bridgewebs, if
your club uses either of them to display your results.
www.ebu.co.uk

However, there are other reasons for the instruction. In general, it is considered that it favours a pair
to have their stronger player or more aggressive
bidder in one of the first two seats, and if pairs are left
to their own devices they might take advantage of
this, perhaps even trying to sit one way for some of
the switched boards and the other way for the others.
Following on from this, if a dispute developed
between the two sides as to which way they should
switch, there would be no sensible resolution to it if
correct procedure had not been established by the
director.
In any case, it is not for the players to decide
whether or not to follow the TD’s instructions. If
you have been told to do this, you must.

JIM RAMADAN says: The other evening we were
playing against very good players. Unfortunately they made the evening feel horrible
because of their very slow bidding and playing
of the cards – literally between two to five
minutes between each bid. I called the director
who said that opponents can take as long as
they want so long as they bid. Surely there must
be a ruling against slow bidders because it just
destroys the evening and takes one’s concentration away from the game. Please help me and
our directors to stop this absurd situation.

I know it can be frustrating when opponents are
slow, but it can’t really have been between two and
five minutes per bid! There are no time limits for
making each call but there are usually times allowed
per board (commonly 7.5 minutes) and slow pairs
can get boards taken away from them if they fail to
start them in good time, either on the current round
or on future rounds. If they are entirely to blame for
this, the board should be scored 60/40 to you, and
repeated offences could also generate a further procedural penalty.
r

NEW AFFILIATED CLUB
Welcome to Bridge For All Marlborough which
has recently affiliated with the EBU. The club
combines lessons with regular practice sessions,
and during the year runs courses for absolute
beginners, improvers, and intermediate players.
Please see their website for more information
www.bridgewebs.com/bfamarlborough/

www.ebu.co.uk

THE EBU & BRIDGE OVERSEAS

LANZAROTE
CONGRESS
5 – 11 February 2015
Barceló Hotel Costa Teguise, Lanzarote

t
t
t
t

Pre-Congress Pairs
Bluepointed
Open Pairs
events
Pivot Teams
Men’s, Women’s and
Mixed Pairs
t Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

Greenpointed
Swiss
events

Bridge Fees: £132
EBU Comps Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
E-mail: comps@ebu.co.uk
Attendance at the congress is exclusive
to delegates booking their package
with Bridge Overseas

For travel and accommodation please email
lindsey@bridgeoverseas.co.uk or contact

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
( 0800 034 6246
A range of optional excursions will be available to book
at the venue to complement the bridge programme
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EBU SHOP GIFT IDEAS
Pencils £2.40 per pack of four
LED Torches £3.49 each
Notepads £2.50 each
Pens £2.50 each

Jannersten Bidding Buddies
£19.99 per set of four
including cards

New designs:
Novelty Mugs
£6.49 each;
Matching
Coasters
£2.50 each.

More items on page 46 and on our website
www.ebu.co.uk/shop
( 01296 397851 / 317200 E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk
or shop online at www.ebu.co.uk/shop
Prices do not include p&p, but include VAT. No discounts.

Bidding Systems

Five-card Majors Part VI
The 1NT Opening (Continued)
I AM often asked about the fundamental strengths
and weaknesses of the Strong No-trump versus the
Weak No-trump, some of which I covered in my last
article.
The key really is that the auction very rarely goes
pear-shaped when starting with a 1NT opening as
15-17 (very occasionally partner has absolutely
nothing, I suppose, but this is quite rare). Those
Weak No-trump devotees amongst you will all
know only too well how often it can actually go
wrong. If doubled, it can be horrendous – everyone
these days spends ages constructing a ‘wriggle’ or
some such variation (yuk!). But you can also often
receive a bad score when not doubled – and then no
system of wriggling can save you!
Another very important adjunct of playing a
Strong No-trump is that the very frequent Weak
No-trump type hands are opened at the one level
with 1® or 1t, avoiding the problems above of
going several down either doubled or undoubled. It
also therefore provides much more room for
auction development as well as finding major-suit
fits.

Opening 1NT with or without a Five-card Major
The debate has long raged about whether to open
1NT when in range holding a five-card major suit.
My personal view when playing a Weak No-trump is
that to open 1NT when holding a decent five-card
major is simply a losing proposition. I really believe

NEIL ROSEN’S FIVE-CARD
MAJORS SERIES
Read the rest of Neil’s article online,
on pages 66-71, and test yourself
on this month’s exercise on
Responding to a Strong 1NT.

www.ebu.co.uk

click
link

click

by Neil Rosen

link

that Acol needs to be handled carefully to compete
with the other systems (mainly Five-card Major,
Strong No-trump based) played globally. By opening 1NT you deny the five-card heart or spade suit
that the rest of the world would routinely find
simply by opening it. I do subscribe to the view that
with a weak five-card major suit you should still
open 1NT when playing 12-14. I teach a combination of two factors:
a) Two honours make the suit acceptable to
show;
b) A hand rich in controls (aces and kings)
should consider opening 1™/1´ more often
than when full of soft values (queens and
jacks).
However for the Strong No-trump I fervently do not
hold the views just expressed. You simply must, in
my view, open most hands in range with 1NT
whether holding a five-card major or not. Thus
Hand 1 should open 1™ not 1NT when playing a
Weak No-trump whereas Hand 2 should open 1NT
when playing Strong:

Hand 1
´ A63
™ K Q 10 7 4
tK85
®J6

Hand 2
´ A63
™ K Q 10 7 4
tK85
®A4

I know that some people put lots of work into
playing ‘Puppet’ or Five-card Major Stayman when
playing a Strong No-trump. I do not share their
enthusiasm: in my view, there is a lot of other work
developing methods over 1NT with and without
intervention that comes first. I think just getting on
with opening 1NT will give you a far greater
percentage of good results. You must accept with any
change in method that the system will generate the
odd bad board – known as a ‘system fix’.
r
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CALENDAR

OF EVENTS

EBU News

n DECEMBER 2014
11-17
13-14
14
19-21
27-30
28-30

SportAccord Mind Games
Beijing
Gold Cup Finals, WMBC, Solihull
Torquay BC Swiss Pairs
Seniors Trials for Teltscher Trophy
WMBC, Solihull
Year End Congress, London
(see advert on page 17)
Northern Year End Congress,
Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors, Lancs.
(see advert on page 17)

n JANUARY 2015
5-8
9-11
9-11
10-11
17-18
23-25

British Winter Sim Pairs, Clubs
Midland Counties Congress
WMBC, Solihulll
Camrose Trophy, Scotland
Manchester Congress
Victoria & Albert Hall
National Teams Congress
(see advert on page 34)
Lady Milne Trials

n FEBRUARY 2015
3-4
5-11
14-15

Bridge England Sim Pairs, Clubs
Overseas Congress,Lanzarote
Tollemache Final
Park Inn Hotel, West Bromwich
20-22
Harrogate Spring Congress
(see advert on page 49)
20-22
Junior Camrose / Peggy Bayer
Wales
28-1Mar Ranked Masters Pairs
(see advert on page 34)

n MARCH 2015
1
6-8
7
7
7-8
7-8
7-8
7-8
8
8
8
9-12
15
20-22
22
22
27-29
27-29

Masters Pairs, Various venues
(see advert on page 34)
Camrose Trophy, N. Ireland
Channel Isles GP Pairs
Manchester GP Swiss Pairs
Avon/Wilts GP Weekend
East Anglia GP Weekend
Leicester GP Weekend
London GP Weekend
Bedford GP Teams
Kent GP Swiss Pairs
Merseyside & Cheshire
GP Swiss Teams
Club Stratified Sim Pairs
National Pairs Regional Finals
TBA
Cumbria Congress
Windermere Hydro, Bowness
Portland Pairs, Various venues
(see advert on page 49)
Isle of Man GP Pairs
Wroxton Really Easy Congress
Wroxton, nr Banbury
Norfolk Congress, Wensum
Valley Hotel, nr Norwich
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BAN AND FINE
A Disciplinary Committee of
the English Bridge Union
recently considered a charge
brought under Rules 3.2(i)
and 3.2(vi) of the EBU
Disciplinary Rules against Mr
Simon Ward. Mr Ward had
submitted an entry to the 2012
Easter Festival of Bridge on
behalf of himself, his partner
and his team-mates and the
cheque had been returned
unpaid. Despite numerous
contacts with Mr Ward and
Mr Ward’s undertaking to
settle the liability, on several
occasions, the English Bridge
Union eventually had to take
legal action for recovery. Mr
Ward did not deny the charge
within the deadlines given and
several extensions granted.
This caused additional burden to both the staff and
officers of the English Bridge
Union, and eventually Mr
Ward admitted the charges
and submitted a plea in
mitigation.
The Disciplinary Committee banned Mr Ward from
entering any English Bridge
Union event, any event
organised by a county association of the English Bridge
Union and any open event
granted a licence by the
English Bridge Union for 12
months, and fined Mr Ward
£100 to be paid within 21 days
of notification of the judgement, with any failure to
comply resulting in expulsion
from the English Bridge Union
until paid.

YOUNG
CHELSEA NEWS
Young Chelsea Bridge Club in
London has been recognised
as a charity by the Charity
Commission. This will assist
them in their promotion of
bridge within the community,
and also as they seek to
establish new premises in
which to play and teach.
YCBA joins a growing list of
bridge clubs and County Associations which have been
recognised as charities. In
addition the English Bridge
Education and Development
(EBED) charity is working
towards growing the game
nationally. For more info on its
activities please visit www.
ebedcio.org.uk
As published in the last
issue, the EBU has worked
with the Charity Commission
to develop an approved
governing document and
support materials for bridge
clubs applying to register as
charities. More information
from the Club Liaison Officer,
Andrew Urbanski, ( 01296
317206 or andrew@ebu.co.uk

STOP PRESS!
Details of the EBU’s Blue
Pointed Holidays for 2015 are
available at www.ebu.co.uk/
node/472 and include events
in County Durham, Northamptonshire, Gloucestershire,
and Hampshire. They are
intended as ‘social competitions’ for club players, and are
held in high quality hotels. r
www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

December 2014
WEST HANDS

December 2014
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All
Dealer West
(Lindqvist)
2. N/S Game
Dealer East
(Stokka)
3. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Kolata)
4. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Swarnendu)
5. Love All
Dealer West
(Nie WP)
6. Love All
Dealer East
(Carvalho)

´
™
t
®

K9
AKQ84
A 10 6 5
10 5

1. Love All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

AK8762
AJ842
65
Void

2. N/S Game
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

AKJ8
KJ5
AJ
Q973

3. N/S Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

J
A K 10 4
AK5
A J 10 6 3

4. E/W Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

A982
Q 10 7 5 2
A
AQ7

5. Love All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

87
AQJ652
A Q 10
A4

6. Love All
Dealer East

(Brogeland)

(Gullberg)

(Kandemir)

(Subhas)

(Lian RY)

(Santos)

´
™
t
®

J 10 8 7 5 2
7
3
AQ983

´
™
t
®

Q 10 5
K9
J72
AQJ43

´
™
t
®

Q9742
A 10 8 2
KQ7
A

´
™
t
®

A K 10 9 8 6 4 3 2
6
32
5

´
™
t
®

J54
AK4
K84
KJ65

´
™
t
®

KJ32
3
KJ96
KJ65
click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

link

$

click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

link

NATIONAL
TEAMS
CONGRESS

RANKED MASTERS
PAIRS 2015

Green-

pointed

17 – 18 JANUARY 2015
Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport
NEW
VENUE

A group of Pairs Championships for players
with specific Master Point ranks

Free entry: If a player was promoted in
2014 to one of the four landmark ranks
(Grand Master, Life Master, Regional Master,
Master), his/her entry to the 2015 event is
FREE.

28th February – 1st March 2015
Premier Grand Masters Pairs
Grand Masters Pairs
All
Premier Life Masters Pairs
GreenLife Masters Pairs
pointed
National Masters Pairs
Regional Masters Pairs

Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport
EBU Accommodation Booking Service

PART OF THE SERIES FOR
THE ‘PLAYER OF THE YEAR’
CHAMPIONSHIP
EITHER
START IN THE POPULAR
POINT-A-BOARD TEAMS EVENT
(with enhanced master points for
matches won)
OR
PLAY IN THE TRADITIONAL
SWISS TEAMS THROUGHOUT
(Teams eliminated from the
Point-a-Board event at the end of
Saturday will join the Swiss Teams
with a carry-forward score)
With Point-a-Board scoring, only two points
are at stake on each board. You gain 2 if your
score is higher than the opponents’ (even by
only 10 points if, say, you were in 1NT making
for +90 and your opponents were in 1´
making for +80). If you score less than your
opponents, you get zero, and if your score is
the same as theirs you get 1 point each.

Entries / enquiries: EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317 203 / 219 8 comps@ebu.co.uk

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246
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( 0800 0346 246
All events start at 2pm on Saturday and
end between 3.30pm and 5.30pm
on Sunday depending on numbers.

MASTERS PAIRS
Sunday 1st March 2015

ENTRY FEES REDUCED FOR 2015
The Masters Pairs section is open to all below
the rank of Regional Master on 1st Jan 2015.
Unlike the other categories in the Ranked
Masters Pairs (see above), it is a two-session
one-day event (11.30 start, finish by 6.45pm
approx.) at these venues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bradford Bridge Club
Exeter Bridge Club
Richmond Bridge Club
Tunbridge Wells Bridge Club
Welwyn Garden City Bridge Club
West Midlands Bridge Club

Greenpointed

Entries / Enquiries:
EBU Competitions Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219 or e-mail
comps@ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
Thank you all those who have
written/phoned in with comments
about the new-format magazine.
For an overview of the feedback
received, please read Jeremy Dhondy
on page 5. Here is a small selection
of letters, in the 2+ to 1 proportion
of positive to negative responses
mentioned by Jeremy.

THE ‘AYES’ HAVE IT
I LIKE the new format. Nothing
is lost, and it is now a much more
convenient size.
An ideal size for me would be
even smaller at A5, although I
suspect the size of typeface
might be a problem. The new
size avoids this problem. Well
done!
Brian Sheridan, by email
MANY congratulations on an
excellent job with the switch to
the new format for English
Bridge. I think it looks really
good, with the design working
brilliantly on the smaller page
size, and to my mind it’s actually
a lot easier to read and handle
than the larger format.
Sandra Nicholson, Oxon
THE small format will demean
EBU’s reputation as UK’s largest
bridge club. The old magazine
was the flagship and now it looks
like junk mail and I won’t file it
away in my bridge folder.
The directors of EBU need to
go to London Business School to
learn about the importance of
brand image and how not to
destroy it.
Diip Guha, Chesterfield
www.ebu.co.uk

Send your letters to the editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

HAVING got over my initial
surprise at the much reduced size
of the magazine, by the time I
was halfway through it, I found
the new size perfectly acceptable
and, more importantly, the content just as good.
Members would expect that
the board of directors run the
EBU on business lines, and it is
right to find savings as they have
done by reducing postage costs;
well done!
Gordon Fox,
Stratford-upon-Avon
I’D just like to say how much I
like the new size magazine.
Makes me want to read it more,
it saves paper, it’s not bulky, I can
keep it in my bag – and so on!
Avril Collins, Wetherby
Bridge Club, W. Yorks.
THE overall size is fine.
The size of the print is totally
unacceptable.
I like to read it as a form of
relaxation; having to read it with
the aid of a magnifying glass is
anything but relaxing. It would
be preferable to have fewer items
in larger print; I’m sure there are
lots of items of little interest to
many readers which could be
omitted.
I do hope the next issue will be
in larger print – or perhaps give
members a choice of size?
Peggy Phillips, Cheltenham
WHAT a joy to be able to hold
and read the neat new magazine!
Don’t take any criticism from
whingers. Well done!
Pat Henry, Hemel Hempstead

THE SECOND SEX
I WOULD like to thank Terry
Jacobs for voicing concern over
the gender arrangements at international level (Discrimination,
‘Letters’, August 2014).
Terry is mistaken, though, in
assuming that the Junior
international section is free from
gender segregation. According to
the EBU website, there is an
Under-25s (open but currently
all male), a Women’s Under-25s,
an Under-20s (open but
currently all male) and a Girls’
team.
I don’t understand the rationale
behind this setup, although I am
aware of the statistics which
show that men outperform
women at the higher levels of the
game. However, these stats point
to female underachievement
and not to innate inferiority, just
as the gender gap in school
performance points to male
underachievement and not to
inherent inferiority (see Gender
Differences in Scholastic Achievement: A Meta-Analysis, Daniel
Voyer and Susan D. Voyer,
University of New Brunswick,
American Psychological Association, 2014).
Although women do compete
in the open game at inter national level, the effective
siphoning off of women into a
separate section is anachronistic
at best. The scrapping of
women’s bridge doesn’t seem to
be a popular proposition, but
then neither was women’s
suffrage.
Naomi Cohen, Surrey r
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Bridge Curios

‘Pointless’ Success
A short interview with Adrian La Chapelle, a bridge player from Norwich, who with fellow headteacher
Brian Conway won the jackpot in the BBC ‘Pointless’ game show. A good plug for bridge on national TV!
Why did you apply for the show?
My younger daughter was going to enter me as a
birthday present but the entry form was too
complicated (eight pages long) and then I also was
chatting with Brian Conway at a head teachers’conference and he mentioned that he had
been on a few quiz shows when younger and
enjoyed that sort of
TV. So we agreed to
enter in November
2013.
When did you win?
Was
the
programme
filmed
much beforehand?
The audition was in
February in London
and then the filming took place all
the way back in
March. The two
programmes aired
on 11th and 12th
September. We reached the head-to-head semi-final
on the first day and then on our return we won the
trophy and the cash prize.
What was the filming process like?
A lot of waiting around as they have eight pairs
sitting around depending on balance of gender and
returning teams. The filming though was very quick
as it was ‘straight in and off you go’ ( after make-up
and sound set-up). The two presenters ad-lib
virtually the whole show and very little is refilmed
or edited out. The presenters (Alexander Armstrong
and Richard Osman) are very genuine, and come
over and introduce themselves. The pairs are chosen
on their expected ability to get on with each other
and chat rather than just give answers. It makes for
family viewing and human interest rather than just
36 English Bridge December 2014

a mastermind-type quiz.
Had you ever done something like this before?
Never!
How much did you win and what do you intend to
do with the money?
We shared £3250
so it was £1625
each. Hermione,
my oldest daughter
(age 16) was on a
percentage cut as
she helped me go
shopping for my
outfits (there was a
long list of dos and
don’ts as to what to
wear). Imogen (12)
was on a percentage cut for setting
up the idea! They
have received their
shares. The remainder of the money is going towards a flight (next
year) to visit my sister Veronica, who lives in Austin,
Texas.
Was it a good experience, and what will you take
away from it?
It was great fun and so interesting to see behind the
scenes. It was also great fun for my school children
to watch their headteacher on TV, even the little 4-5
year olds. I was able to use this as an assembly about
aims and going for things that seem unattainable. I
also enjoyed meeting all the other contestants as
they were from a wide variety of backgrounds,
which made it interesting.
Would you do anything like this again?
Maybe when I retire! It was certainly exciting.

r
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Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts

by David Bird
click

Answers to Problems on Page 33
1. Love All. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

K9
AKQ84
A 10 6 5
10 5

A3
J953
QJ987
62

´
™
t
®
West
Lindqvist
1™
2t
3´

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

North
Fantoni
Pass
Pass
Pass

J 10 8 7 5 2
7
3
AQ983

Q64
10 6 2
K42
KJ74
East
Brogeland
1´
2´
4´

South
Nunes
Pass
Pass

2. N/S Game. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

AK8762
AJ842
65
Void
West
Stokka
1´
2t
4®
4´

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®
East
Gullberg
1®
1NT
2´
4™

Q 10 5
K9
J72
AQJ43

link

THE deal comes from the final of the Spingold Teams in Las
Vegas, with Schwartz facing the multi-national Monaco team.
You may have found exactly the same sequence as the two
Norwegians in the Schwartz team. Boye Brogeland’s 2´ is a
sign-off, almost certainly showing six spades. Espen Lindqvist
is still interested in game, however. He invites a spade game by
raising to 3´ and the offer is accepted. Claudio Nunes led a
club, won with the ten. Brogeland crossed to the ®A and ruffed
a club with the ´K, North discarding. Declarer played the tA
and ruffed a diamond, before ruffing another club with the ´9,
North discarding again. Declarer ditched his last club on a
heart and lost just two trump tricks for +450.
At the other table they scored +170 in 2´ for a 7-IMP loss.

n Awards: 4´ (10), part-scores (5).

The deal comes from the World Youth Teams Championship,
hosted by Istanbul University. Sweden faced Australia on this deal.
Daniel Gullberg’s 1NT rebid showed 12-14 points and Adam
Stokka’s 2t was a check-back bid. When East showed three-card
spade support, West jumped to 4® to indicate a void. What
meaning would you attribute to 4™?
Spades were agreed as trumps, so 4™ was a cue-bid. It showed
the ace or king of hearts. (It could not show a shortage in hearts,
of course, since the 1NT rebid promised a balanced hand.) There
is one other piece of information implied by the 4™ bid. Can you
think of it?
It announced that East had no first-round or second-round
control in diamonds! Armed with this information, West was able
to sign off in 4´. This is a big advantage of cue-bidding aces and
kings alike. When a suit is bypassed, this denies any control in the
suit.
The Australian auction at the other table was an unimpressive
1NT – 4´ – 6´. This was one down after the lead of ace and
another diamond, Sweden gaining 11 IMPs.

n Awards: 4´ (10), 5´ (7), 6´ (3).
www.ebu.co.uk
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3. N/S Game. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

AKJ8
KJ5
AJ
Q973

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

West
Kolata
1®
4´
5t
6™

Q9742
A 10 8 2
KQ7
A

East
Kandemir
1´
4NT
5NT
7´

Clocking up more air-miles, we now visit the final of the
Turkish Team Championship. What sort of hand do you think
West’s 4´ rebid shows?
If Süleyman Kolata had a singleton in one of the red suits,
you would expect him to make a splinter bid there. So, 4´
suggests a balanced hand – either 4-4 in the black suits or
4-2-2-5 shape. To rebid as high as 4´, he will hold around 19
points.
Ismail Kandemir now heads for a slam. RKCB tells him that
West has three key cards (the 1430 5t response showing 0 or
3). The 6™ response to 5NT shows the ™K. East knows that
West has at most five red-suit cards and these will be covered
by the ™A-K and the tA-K-Q. He bids a confident 7´, which
is easily made.
Was there some amusing/amazing tale of misadventure from
the other table? No, they reached 7´ on a similar auction and
no IMPs were exchanged.

n Awards: 7´ (10), 6´ (7), 6NT (6), games (2).

4. E/W Game. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

5
J952
J 10 7
98742
J
´
N
A K 10 4
™
W E
AK5
t
S
A J 10 6 3
®
´ Q7
™ Q873
t Q9864
® KQ

West
Swarnendu
1®
Pass
4NT
5NT
7´

North
Satya
Pass
2™
Pass
Pass

A K 10 9 8 6 4 3 2
6
32
5

East
Subhas
1´
4´
5´
6´

South
Kiran
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pass

The Texan Aces face Formidables in the final of the 2014 Indian
Selection trials in Delhi. South enters with a dubious take-out
double and West decides to wait to see what happens. North
bids 2™ and East jumps to 4´.
West can see a slam, adding his high cards to partner’s long
spades. He bids 4NT and hears that partner has two key-cards
(´A and ´K) plus the ´Q. Holding nine trumps, East has
correctly advised his partner not to worry about the queen of
trumps.
West advances with 5NT, asking for side-suit kings and
telling East that all six key-cards are held. East might well have
bid 7´, armed with this information. He bids only 6´ and is
raised to 7´ by West, who only asked for kings in case he could
then bid 7NT.
Sad to say, they reached only 4´ at the other table and lost 17
IMPs on the board.

n Awards: 7NT/7´ (10), 6NT/6´ (6), games (2).

STOP PRESS
Alexander Allfrey, Andrew Robson, Tony Forrester, David Gold, Andrew McIntosh and David Bakhshi
have won Division 1 in the 2014 Premier League. Congratulations to them and to the runners-up,
Heather Dhondy, Brian Callaghan, Sally Brock, Barry Myers and Franklin To.
Division 2 was won by Janet De Botton, Espen Erichsen, Artur Malinowski, Waseem Naqvi, Nick
Sandqvist and Tom Townsend, with Michael Byrne, Mike Bell, Fiona Brown and Kieran Dyke in
second place. Both these teams have gained promotion to Division 1 in next year’s Premier click
League.
link
Report in the next issue. Full results at www.ebu.co.uk/new-results/48
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5. Love All. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

A982
Q 10 7 5 2
A
AQ7

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

West
Nie WP
1™
3®
3´

J54
AK4
K84
KJ65

East
Lian RY
2®
3™
4™

Next we visit the 13th China Bridge Elite tournament for
women. Look at the first four bids. They represent a ‘mixed
sequence’ with a fit found in two suits. It is a matter of
partnership agreement which mixed sequences are forcing.
Most of the world would play 3™ as forcing here. West’s 3´ is a
cue-bid showing a spade control and suggesting a heart slam.
How should East react?
East has a good hand and would surely like to show slam
interest herself – particularly if this can be done below the
game level. Suppose East cue-bids 4® on her ®K. West will
then see that a low point-count slam may be possible with five
hearts, five clubs and two aces. Here East has only four clubs
but the tK brings the total to twelve.
If you insist on holding an ace for a cue-bid and cannot cuebid kings, you are poorly placed. Handicapped in this way, East
should bid 5™ instead of 4™.

n Awards: 6NT/6™ (10), games (6).

6. Love All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

87
AQJ652
A Q 10
A4
West
Carvalho
1™
2®
3™

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

KJ32
3
KJ96
KJ65

East
R.S.Santos
1t
1´
2NT
3NT

We end at the Portuguese Grand Prix Teams.
João Carvalho has visions of a slam when Rui
Silva Santos opens 1t. He responds 1™ and
hears a 1´ rebid. What now?
A rebid of 3™ would be non-forcing and 4™
might result in a missed slam. The answer is to
bid the fourth suit, intending to rebid hearts on
the next round. West’s 2® elicits 2NT from
partner and he rebids his hearts. West has
followed a strong sequence and can be happy
that he has shown his hand when East closes
shop with 3NT. South led the ®10 from
®10-9-2 and +430 was recorded.
The other auction was less impressive:

West
J.Santos

North
Pessoa

2™
3´
4t

Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Cruzeiro
1t
2NT
3NT
5t

South
Pereira
1´
Pass
Pass

With both spades offside this went one down.

n Awards: 3NT (10), 4™ (8), 5™/5t/4NT (4).

´™t®
Our experts fired five bullseyes out of six, scoring a fine 56/60.
The matching East-West pairs at the other table managed only
34/60. If you came anywhere close to the 50 mark, you did very
well.

Bidding Tips

• Cue-bid on aces and kings alike (perhaps you haven’t
noticed this important Tip before now!).

• An important component of slam-bidding is to make
a slam-try below the game-level.

• Play all ‘mixed sequences’ as forcing.

r

English Bridge and the EBU wish you all
a Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge in Literature

Mr American
by Dave Simmons
PREVIOUS articles in this series have featured
authors such as Agatha Christie and Ian Fleming,
who need no introduction. But the name George
MacDonald Fraser may well be unfamiliar to some
readers.
Fraser was a journalist at the Glasgow Herald in
the late 1960s. He took to disappearing from his
desk every day for several hours after lunch and,
despite the inevitable banter and innuendo from his
colleagues, he stuck to the unlikely explanation that
he was writing a novel. But the joke was on them
when Flashman was published to both critical and
popular acclaim.
Fraser went on to write a dozen of his trademark
Flashman novels, featuring the cad and bounder
from Tom Brown’s Schooldays, and enabling him to
put a uniquely comic slant on the historical novel.
After six of the series had been published, Fraser
tried his hand at a longer and more reflective novel,
Mr American, though fans of The Flashman Papers
will be delighted to hear that General Flashman
does make several cameo appearances in the later
chapters.
The novel starts with the eponymous hero Mark
Franklin arriving at Liverpool docks in 1909. He
wastes no time in making his way to the American
Express offices in London where he identifies
himself and politely but firmly requests £50,000 in
gold to be handed over, to the manager’s unease.
Almost before there’s time to say ‘that will do
nicely’, he bumps into the royal entourage in
Norfolk and is invited to dinner and bridge that
evening with the King (Edward VII), Mrs Keppel
(his mistress) and the Marquis de Soveral (the
Portuguese Ambassador, an expert bridge player). It
will come as no surprise to readers of the Flashman
books that despite Franklin never having played
bridge in his life he manages to bluff his way
through the evening.
Let’s look at the climactic deal, narrated at length
in Chapter 7. Every defender must know what it’s
like to squirm in this situation:
40 English Bridge December 2014

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

—
—
AK
Q

—
9
8
10
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

QJ
—
7
—

—
K7
9
—

South leads out his master hearts from the top, and
West has to find two discards to avoid gifting declarer
with all three tricks and the contract. You may well
claim ‘insufficient information’ and you’d be right. To
make it easier, let’s assume that South has already
ruffed a couple of clubs earlier in the play.
You hardly need to be an Andrew Robson to work
out that hanging on to a top diamond is a better bet
than the club. But not so quick . . . suppose you are
Mrs Keppel playing against the King who is having a
terrible losing streak at the table. Mrs Keppel knows
full well that the King will be in a mega-grump for
the entire weekend if his partner Franklin fails to
make this slam on the final rubber – it’s been a long
and irritating evening, and the King is accustomed to
being allowed to win at bridge.
Perhaps the smart move now is to play the ‘dumb
blonde’ and discard the master diamonds, handing
Franklin the contract. Anyway, for whatever reason,
Mrs Keppel decides to hang on to the ®Q. The King
doesn’t smell a rat – he’s not the sharpest card in the
pack – although Franklin and Soveral aren’t taken
in. The latter even comments ironically to Mrs Keppel
afterwards that perhaps she had, in theory, made the
right decision.
One intriguing aspect of the text is that the full
detail of this final slam hand is merely sketched in.
www.ebu.co.uk

To take just one example, we are told that the King
holds five hearts to the ace and Franklin six hearts to
the king, but we are not told the identity or distribution of the remaining trumps.
The bidding, however, is given in full, complete
with many a nuance of verbal communication, body
language and psychology. This is rubber bridge as it
used to be played in my youth before bidding boxes
were invented, and players happily conveyed unauthorised information with abandon. Let’s just say
that after a long and informative auction, Franklin
ends up in 6™ redoubled.
When I attempted to reconstruct the entire deal
from the information supplied it turned out to be a
fascinating exercise in deduction and inference. And
to my surprise it can be done almost to the last pip,
despite the deal not being printed in full. Here’s my
best attempt:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

2
Q
A K Q J 10 6
AQJ62
´
™
t
®

Franklin. He wins in hand with ´A, draws trumps
and cross-ruffs the black suits to arrive at the threecard ending shown earlier, resigned to the fact that
he has an inescapable diamond loser . . . until Mrs
Keppel obligingly comes to the rescue.
A final twist is that if Franklin had taken the
spade switch at trick two in dummy rather than in
hand, he could have ruffed out the spades without
touching clubs, which leads to a totally different
three card ending:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

—
—
A
QJ

N
W

E
S

N
W

´
™
t
®

Q J 10 9 8 7
J
75432
5

A643
K 10 7 6 4 2
9
43

In a competitive auction where both sides can make
game in their respective red-suit fits, the unfortunate Franklin (South) ends up being goaded by
Soveral (East) into bidding an unmakeable 6™ slam
to which Mrs Keppel leads the ®A.
For the reasons hinted at above, she doesn’t then
cash her top diamond at trick two but switches to a
spade instead, which just prolongs the agony for

E
S

´
™
t
®

K5
A9853
8
K 10 9 8 7

—
—
8
K 10
´
™
t
®

QJ
—
7
—

—
4
9
4

Franklin has now retained his remaining ®4 as an
entry to dummy’s club menace and Mrs Keppel is
subject to an automatic squeeze as Franklin cashes
his final trump. With this line of play, she would
have been spared the need to feign incompetence to
keep the King happy.
Was the author aware of all this when he described the deal, or is this just fanciful speculation on
my part? We’ll never know, as George MacDonald
Fraser died in 2008. But if he did have it in mind
and omitted it for practical reasons – after all, he
was writing a novel not a bridge book – this would
be an almost unparalleled example of ‘art for art’s
sake’ in literature.
Read the book, attempt to reconstruct the hand
for yourself, and make up your own mind.
r

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take all reasonable
precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge
are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by advertisers,
whether these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if
redress is sought, and readers who have complaints should address them to the advertiser or should consult a local Trading
Standards Office, or a Citizens Advice Bureau, or their own solicitors. Readers should note that prices advertised may not be
accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.
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Stage 2 Conventions

Defence to a Strong Club
VARIOUS strong club systems still exist in this
country such as Blue Club and Precision Club.
They provide the ability for the users to add great
extra definition in many sequences, particularly
having opened with their system’s big bid, 1®.
(This usually shows 16+ HCP, sometimes stronger
with no reference whatsoever to clubs).
The big advantage for the user is the space saved
by starting many hands with 1® so there is then lots
of room to have potentially highly complex
auctions finding out much from each other such as
range, shape, controls etc.
This is, of course, if you allow them to have a free
run with these auctions! It is actually imperative
therefore to have a mind-set which allows you to
attempt to disrupt the Strong Club auctions on a
regular basis. It is in fact this mind-set rather than
the actual system in use to combat a strong club
which is probably most important.

click

by Neil Rosen

link

The classic approach to defending against a
strong club (when I were a lad!) is to pass on the
first round with a genuine opening hand, leaving all
initial actions to be weak and disruptive. Hence
traditional argument advocates that holding, say:
´ 7 5 ™ K Q 10 9 8 5 t A J 4 ® A 2

you should pass on the first round and then come in
on the second round.
While this is still a playable method, I personally do
not recommend this approach. I feel that you should
vary your overcalls over a strong club just as you do
over natural opening bids, i.e. an overcall is an
overcall (not attempting to be profound here – just
trying to make it clear!). The important thing to
understand, however, is that just because the
opponents have opened 1® it does not mean that the
hand should not often belong to your side, whether
as part-score, game (or, very occasionally, a slam).

Responding to a Simple Overcall
Standard Defence to a Strong 1® Opening
This is the defence which I and most of my contemporaries choose to use. It has the merits of
simplicity and being easy both to remember and to
use. Over an opponent’s strong 1® opening:
Double
=
1NT
=
Jump Overcalls =

Majors
Minors
Weak

This approach is also used when the opponents
open 1® and respond with 1t (negative response,
typically 0-7 HCP). So after (1®) – Pass – (1t):
Double
1NT
Jumps

=
=
=

Majors
Minors
Weak

One of the beauties of the method, as well as
simplicity, is that it allows simple overcalls to be
natural. After a 1® opening, 1t/1™/1´/2® are all
natural overcalls.
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You therefore need a simple structure for responding to simple overcalls, i.e. essentially you need
an Unassuming Cue-bid (UCB) to show a good(ish)
hand, yet the opponents have not actually bid a
natural suit for you to be able to cue-bid. My
solution is to use all responses in no-trumps to act
as a kind of UCB substitute. The need for natural
no-trump bidding is of course much diminished
when one considers that one opponent has already
announced 16+ HCP with his 1® opening.
After LHO opens 1®, partner overcalls, say, 1´,
and RHO either passes or doubles (which typically
shows 0-4 or 5-7 HCP) what should you bid with
each of the following hands?

Hand A
´ Q76
™A963
t95
®K874

Hand B
´ Q76
™A963
tK5
®K874

www.ebu.co.uk

Hand C
´ Q762
™63
tK8542
®Q7

Hand D
´ Q762
™A3
tK8542
®Q7

Hand A: 2´, a simple raise. Raising to the level of
the fit shows three-card support with 6-9 HCP
and is essential to make life more difficult for the
strong club opener (who, remember, has not yet
had the opportunity to make a natural bid!)
Hand B: 1NT, a replacement UCB. This shows
typically three-card support with 10+ HCP –
remember you might be able to make game here.
Hand C: 3´, a distributional raise, based on fourcard support but fewer than 10 HCP.
Hand D: 2NT, a ‘good’ raise to at least 3´,
typically showing four-card support and 10+
HCP.

An alternative defence – ‘CRASH’
Many other defences to a strong club have been
devised, most following C.C. Wei’s introduction of
the Precision Club system globally in the late 1960s.
One which is easy to use is CRASH, which still
allows overcalls of 1™ and 1´ to be natural but also
enables you to show other two-suiters (often as little
as 4-4 shape in practice, particularly when you are
non-vulnerable). So, after an opponent opens a
strong 1®:
Double
1t
1NT

=
=
=

C
R
S

CAPTION
COMPETITION

Next time remember to duck!
THE winner of our October competition, with the
caption above, is Frank Fallon, of Charminster, Dorchester, who will receive a charming bridge mug
from our sponsors, Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct (see
page 12). Other excellent captions were: That'll
teach you to trump my ace! (John Fuller, Hoylake); In
future, the Colonel’s opponents would think twice
before doubling for penalties (Graham Tenneson,
Ashwell); Hrrrmph, well, that one passed my 26
points opener! (Geoff Hall, Solihull); She'll never call
the director to my table again! (Jeff Stanford, Hove);
Stuffed by partner! (Roy Westwater, London); and
Not criticising any more, are we? (Lydia Stanford,
Hove). Also excellent, though not bridgy, I should
have gone to Specsavers (Jean Hall, Swindon).
The cartoon for our new competition is below.
Please send your bridgy captions (multiple entries
accepted) to Caption Competition, English Bridge,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to
elena@ebu.co.uk not later than 19th December
2014. Don’t forget to include your full postal
address!

C = two suits of same colour (i.e. reds or blacks)
R = two suits of same rank (i.e. majors or minors)
S = two suits of same shape (clubs and hearts,
or diamonds and spades, i.e. rounded or
pointed)
The style using CRASH is to get in early, potentially
to cause a lot of disruption.
Sadly one short article does not permit space for
me to guide you as to how to continue. Suffice it to
say, ‘Get stuck in!’
You will move your strong club opponents out of
their comfort zone, leading to much improved results
for you! (I sincerely hope so anyway!!)
r
www.ebu.co.uk
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Overseas Congress Report

Montenegro Delights
BUDVA in Montenegro, part of the former Yugoslavia, was the venue for this year’s autumn
Overseas Congress, which was enjoyed by over one
hundred and sixty EBU members. Montenegro,
although not currently a member of the EU, uses
the euro; the language is Montenegrin, a variant of
Serbian. The majority of the people are Christian.
Those who flew to Dubrovnik in neighbouring
Croatia had the unusual experience of having their
minibus transported part of the way on a ferry.
The extensive grounds of the Hotel Bellevue
stretched to the sandy beach, which was convenient
for those returning from the town by water taxi.
The package was all-inclusive. Meals were buffet
style. Food in large quantities, soft drinks and wine
were available all day. Inevitably by the end of the
week there were comments about the monotony of
the food but for what we were paying it was

‘BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU’
When you see this in an advertisement in the
magazine, it means:

•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence.

•

They may choose to give master points in
accordance with EBU scales.

•

These master points will be accepted and
added to player records.

•

The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.

All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have
master points credited to members’
records save for Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland with whom the EBU
have a reciprocal agreement.
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by Roy Garthwaite

excellent value. Surprisingly, bearing in mind that
we were on the Adriatic, in local restaurants
described as extra, first, or second class, fish was
expensive, being priced by the kilogram.
Budva, which could be reached on foot in under
an hour, has an Old Town with Venetian style
architecture and a modern shopping area. It has
been said that Budva has more millionaires per
capita than any other town in Europe, many of
them being Russian. The excellent harbour
contained several large ocean-going vessels together
with smaller ones for the tourist trade.
A few miles south of the Bellevue lies the
picturesque island of Sveti Stefan which is connected to the mainland by a private walkway. A
night at the hotel here costs upwards of twice what
we were paying for a week.
To the north, the city of Kotor, a Unesco World
Heritage site, has a magnificent Old Town encircled
by three miles of walls. Within are small shops, nine
churches and as many palaces. The choice and
quality of the fruit and vegetables in the market
would be a delight to vegetarians. From Kotor there
winds a road over the mountains ascending from
sea level to 3400 feet leading to Cetinje, a former
capital. This road of thirty miles, barely wide
enough for two vehicles to pass, has twenty five
hairpin bends and several times as many sharp
corners. Drivers and passengers described it as
terrifying with a rockface on one side and a vertiginous drop on the other.
Two of the group had obviously read Kennedy’s
Everything is Negotiable. One negotiated a speeding
fine down by 70% and another did even better on a
parking fine.
No report would be complete without mentioning the weather. Locals said that the summer had
been poor with an abnormal amount of rain.
However, for us the sun shone all day, every day.
Overhead there was not a cloud to obscure the blue
sky; temperatures were in the upper twenties, which
was ideal for the sun lovers.
Oh, and there was bridge . . .
r
www.ebu.co.uk

Top Table Norman Selway
NORMAN SELWAY’s early bridge experiences were at the high-stake rubber bridge table with the
likes of John Collings and Jonathan Cansino. Since he converted to duplicate, he has won all the
major competitions more than once (with the exception of the Gold Cup, which he is hoping to add
very soon) and has represented England in the Camrose with different partners.
What is your bridge story?
I learned at the age of 14 at my secondary school,
Quintin Grammar School in St John’s Wood. My
physics teacher, Harvey Bengen, who still plays regularly at Pinner Bridge Club, started a lunch-time bridge
club and I was hooked.
I started playing at the old London International
Bridge Club in Finchley Road at 5p a 100. I was taken
under the wing of Paul Gordon (Fritzi’s husband). I
learnt the basics of rubber bridge which is characterised by excellent card play but poor bidding. My
rubber bridge upbringing was dominated by 80-yearold Austrian or German Jewish émigrés who all
became great friends even though I was still a young
teenager. Often on Christmas Day I would get a phone
call at home asking me to join a game – I always went.
Later I played at the Acol Bridge Club in West Hampstead when it was run by Joe Amsbury and ‘Tiny’ David
Huddy (5' 2'' and 24 stone). It was a tough game. My
first high-stake rubber bridge game at the age of 15
consisted of Paul Hackett, Freddie North, Geoffrey
Breskal and John Collings. I survived but I learnt that
at rubber bridge it is just as important to get the
psychology of the game right (knowing your partner’s
and opponents’ habits, personal weaknesses and
strengths) as it is to play bridge well. From there I
graduated to Stefan’s Bridge Circle in Marble Arch
where players like Manch, Rockfelt, Cansino and an
inexperienced Zia Mahmood were regulars.
When Stefan’s closed down, Geoffrey Breskal invited
me to play at St John’s Wood, where I played every day
and every night for several years. Here, you could play an
afternoon game with Panto, Smolski, Sampson and then
in the evening you could play in what felt more like a
lunatic asylum. For example the first time I played the
evening game I partnered a monocled old Scottish gentleman who informed me that at part-scores ‘My notrumps are slightly suspect’, and followed this by opening 1NT on a 7-5-1-0 4-count. The evening games
would progress into mornings and we would often get
breakfast on the way home.
I continued in the rubber bridge game for ten years,
after which I explored the duplicate bridge clubs in
www.ebu.co.uk

click
link

London, especially the Young Chelsea Bridge Club. In
those days it was based at the Mansions in Earls Court,
where I met the first of my many duplicate partners,
Mike Vail, and my wife, Kay Preddy.
Who were /are your duplicate partners?
I have been lucky in my duplicate partners: Richard
‘Two Jacks’ Sampson, Bob Brinig, Unal Dormus, Bob
Rowlands, Espen Erichsen, Derek Patterson – all fine
players and fun to play with. Now my main partner is
my wife, Kay, with whom I have won the Brighton Pairs,
the Hubert Phillips and numerous county events. Kay
(a Great Britain international) retired when our first
child was born nineteen years ago but has recently taken
up the game again.
Now that I have reached the grand old age of sixty I
can play Seniors and do so with Nick Irens with whom
I have great fun, this year winning the Kent Senior Pairs.
What are your favourite bridge books?
Why You Lose at Bridge by Skid Simon; anyone who
wants to know how to play rubber should read this.
The Expert Game and Play These Hands with Me by
Terence Reese, superb books on card play. Reflections of
a Bridge Player, by Colonel Walter Buller, memories of
a time passed.
What are your hobbies?
As well as bridge the following activities consume my
time: looking after the family, tennis, badminton,
reading (especially bridge history).
What do you like (or would like to change) in bridge?
I think the English Bridge Union has made massive
improvements to the game over the past few years. When
we went to Australia twenty years ago, results were posted
immediately on several large screens so everyone could
easily see them. This was in stark contrast to many
English tournaments where results are often posted in
small print on one or two locations – a minor quibble.
I have enjoyed my forty-five years in bridge and have
seen many, many great characters and players. Is it just
me or are there fewer characters nowadays?
r
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News

Photo: Peter Stockdale

After 40 Years, It’s Lords 21 – Commons 19

The winning Commons team, from the left: Lord Hamilton,
Evan Harris, Bridget Prentice, Duncan Brack, Steve Barnett,
Robin Squire (with the Tony Berry Trophy), Tony McWalter,
Bob Blackman MP (captain, with the Jack Perry Trophy) –
not in the photo, Michael Mates.

THERE were a few fireworks at the bridge table at Bonfire
Night when the House of Lords and House of Commons

battled for parliamentary bragging rights. On
the anniversary of the famous attempt to bring
down the House of Lords, the Commons team
were more successful than Guy Fawkes and his
allies, winning by a margin of over 4000 points.
This was the second consecutive victory for the
Commons team, though the Lords have still
won more often, leading 21-19.
The teams were competing for the Jack Perry
Trophy, and it was presented to the winning
captain, Bob Blackman MP, by Godfrey King,
Jack Perry’s nephew.
The prize for the best played hand, the Tony
Berry Trophy, was adjudicated by England international, Tom Townsend, and awarded to
Robin Squire. The hands were set Paul Bowyer,
and his fun and educational commentary is
available at www.ebu.co.uk/documents/miscell
aneous/lords-commons-2014.pdf
(Peter Stockdale)

CHARITY XMAS CARDS
Large: 2 Designs. 5" x 6.5"
£3.98 per pack of five.

Small: 2 Designs. 4" x 5"
£2.99 per pack of five.
See page 30 for gift ideas or visit www.ebu.co.uk/shop
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Opening Leads
Leading against Six of a Suit
YOU are West, holding this hand:

´
™
t
®

43
K9532
7653
A5

What would you lead after the following auction?
West
Pass
All Pass

North
1®
4´

East
Pass
Pass

South
1´
6´

Many are tempted to lead passively against slams,
fearful of presenting declarer with a free
trick. As discussed in the June 2014 issue click
(page 19), against most 6NT contracts this is link
a sensible policy but, in auctions such as this,
it is advisable to adopt a more attacking approach.
Why is this? What are the elements that tend to
characterise a suit rather than a no-trump slam and
how does this affect the opening lead?
One feature of a 6NT contract is that the
declaring side has a lot of high-card strength –
usually in the region of 33 points. In contrast, a slam
bid in a suit tends to have less high-card strength
but more distribution.
Applying these observations to the opening lead,
any play made in the hope of finding an honour in
partner’s hand has more chance of success in a
trump slam than in no-trump. Furthermore, the
distributional features that are present in a suit
contract often enable declarer to establish a sidesuit for discards. A passive lead might give him the
time to do this. One inference to draw is that an

VIDEOS FOR CLUB TDS

click

www.ebu.co.uk/laws-and-ethics/td-videos

www.ebu.co.uk

link

click

by Derek Patterson

link

attack on declarer’s weakness (if there is one) might
be the only way to defeat a suit slam.
Before choosing the lead, it is a good idea to try to
picture the opponents’ hands. Returning to the initial
question, the bidding suggests that opener has a
strong hand with good clubs. The threat is that
declarer’s losers will be discarded on dummy’s long
suit once the ace has been dislodged. In order to
counter this, it might be necessary to establish a
winner before the ace of clubs has gone. For this
purpose, the attacking option of a heart is more
promising than a passive diamond.
To illustrate these points, here is the full deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AQ98
J6
AJ
KQJ76

´
™
t
®

´
™
W
E
t
S
®
K J 10 7 5 2
A 10 4
K2
42

43
K9532
7653
A5

N

6
Q87
Q 10 9 8 4
10 9 8 3

A heart lead is the only one that defeats the slam.

Tip: When the opponents bid to six of a
suit, consider an attacking lead.

Mind you, if the opponents sound as if they have
balanced hands, a passive lead might be prudent after
all. It is important to listen to the bidding in order to
paint a picture of the opponents’ cards, thus enabling
the best defensive strategy to be chosen. That said, the
general policy of attacking against small slams in
suits is likely to pay dividends in the long run.
r
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Your Questions Answered
Keeping Your Play on the Level
by Frances Hinden
click

Michael Waterland asks about the different Levels of Partnership Understandings in the Blue Book

link

‘Levels’ – What Are They?

What Does ‘This Is a Level 4 Event’ Mean?

IMAGINE that next time you go to your club, you
sit down against a pair you’ve never seen before. On
the first hand, you hold:

For most of the auction, you can do what you like.
The only rules apply to opening the bidding or
overcalling in second seat. If you want to play
something unusual, you need to read the
click
relevant section of the Blue Book (http://
tinyurl.com/oc2yc6y) to make sure it is link
allowed, but the regulations can be approximated with five bullet points:
1™, 1´ and 1NT are natural, showing normal
opening bid values.
1® and 1t are natural or ‘multi-purpose’ (like a
Precision 1t opening), showing normal
opening bid values.
Alternatively, any one-level opening bid can
show a strong hand (like a Precision 1® opening).
Higher bids must either guarantee holding at
least one named suit, or must guarantee that
they don’t hold the suit opened, or show a
strong hand.
Overcalls must either be natural, guarantee holding one particular suit, or show a strong hand.

Partner deals and passes,
and RHO opens 2™, alerted.
You are told it shows a weak
two in either hearts or
spades. You have no idea
what double means: should
it show hearts, be take-out of
hearts, or something else? To avoid accidents you
overcall 2NT. Partner raises to 3NT but you have
missed a 4-4 spade fit and get a poor board. On the
next hand, RHO opens 1t (alerted) which shows
5-10 HCP, any distribution. You wonder what you
would do with a very strong hand – would 2® be
natural or like an opening 2®? Would a 1NT bid show
12-14, like an opening, or 15-18 like an overcall?
You’ve spent ages thinking so you shrug and bid 1NT
on your 13-count. Partner raises to 3NT on a 9-count
(expecting a stronger hand from the ‘overcall’) but
this happens to make for a top. An average round!
Does that sound like fun? Both of those openings
have been played in the Premier League and I think
both have some bridge merit. Yet defending against
them effectively is difficult and requires both
discussion and practice – not really practical for a
two-board round at the club against someone you
may not see again for months. It’s for this reason
that the EBU regulates what agreements you are
allowed to play in its tournaments. Clubs are not
obliged to follow suit, but many find that the EBU
regulations are suitable and those who play at
different clubs find the consistency helpful.
These regulations are known as ‘Levels’ and for
historical reasons the vast majority of EBU events
are played as ‘Level 4’.
´
™
t
®

AQ74
K2
AK653
Q5
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Why is the Multi 2t Allowed
as an Opening Bid but not as an Overcall?
The regulations are not entirely logical. You might
equally well ask why a 1™ overcall or response can
be played to show spades but a 1™ opening showing
spades isn’t allowed. What’s permitted is partly
historical (the Multi), partly based on how easy it is
to defend against, and partly a consequence of
member feedback (a 1™ opening that didn’t show
hearts was allowed for a few years, but generated
more complaints than virtually any other L&E
decision). The regulations in every country are at
least partly based on what members are used to: in
Sweden and New Zealand (for example) almost
anything goes, while the US and Japan are far more
www.ebu.co.uk

restrictive than England.

22 March 2015

What Other Levels Are There?

PORTLAND PAIRS

Level 5 is used for a small number of prestigious
events such as the Spring Foursomes and the
Premier League, and is aligned with World Bridge
Federation system regulations.
Level 2 is slightly more advanced than Simple
System, but does not allow anything that would be
unfamiliar or hard to cope with on holiday or for
recent learners.
Level 3 no longer ‘exists’ for EBU events, but some
counties and clubs like to use it. It’s a slightly simplified version of Level 4, and doesn’t allow some
things such as transfer responses to an opening 1®.
In particular, some of the more unusual two- and
three-level pre-empts aren’t permitted.

Does it Matter if I Don’t Understand
or Don’t Remember Any of This?
Not unless you want to try out something new, in
which case you should read the Blue Book. If you
aren’t sure if your opponents’ system is allowed, just
r
ask your TD.
20 – 22 February 2015

HARROGATE
SPRING CONGRESS

A two-session Mixed Pairs event held at
various venues. The event will be matchpointed over the entire field via the internet. The starting times at all venues will be
12 noon and two sessions of 24 boards will
be played with a break in between. Greenpointed

ENGLISH VENUES:

Billericay (new venue) First Class Bridge Academy
Bournemouth

Christchurch BC

Bristol

Bristol BC

Bury St. Edmunds

Great Barton Village Hall

Darlington

St. George's Bridge Centre

Exeter

ISCA Centre

Lancashire

Brierfield BC

Lincolnshire

Stamford BC

London

Young Chelsea BC

Oxfordshire

Steventon Village Hall

Richmond

Richmond BC

Sheffield

Sheffield BC

Solihull

West Midlands BC

Tunbridge Wells

Tunbridge Wells BC

Welwyn Garden City

Welwyn Garden City BC

Entries to the EBU, either online at
www.ebu.co.uk/members
or to the Comps Dept
email comps@ebu.co.uk
or ( 01296 317203/219

Cairn Hotel, Harrogate

WELSH VENUE: Colwyn Bay Cricket Club –
contact Mrs Sheila Shea, email:
sheila.shea@talktalk.net

Blue
points

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Mixed and Open Pairs on Friday
Swiss Pairs on Friday and Saturday
Swiss Teams on Sunday
Green
points

Entries / enquiries to Comps Dept
( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
email comps@ebu.co.uk
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246

www.ebu.co.uk

As a member of the English Bridge Union,
you can receive the following benefits:

•
•
•
•

HMCA healthcare benefits
Household Insurance Scheme
(Osbornes Insurances)
Club Insurance (Osbornes Insurances)
Car Hire

Read all about it at
www.ebu.co.uk/member-benefits
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Teach Your Grandchild Bridge

War!

by Liz Dale

THIS game is useful in introducing the different
ranks of honour cards (ace, king, queen and jack).

Game No. 4
Suggested age: 5+ years.
Name of Game: War.
Time: 10 – 15 minutes for one game.
No. of players: Minimum two.
Equipment: One full pack of fifty-two playing
cards; one table; a chair for each player;
pen/pencil and paper for recording the score.
Aim of the Game: Winning the highest number of
cards played.
Introducing a trump suit: Shuffle and deal the
fifty-two cards between each of the players,
face down on the table. Without picking up
the cards, the players each stack their cards
face down on top of one another in a tidy
pile. The game begins when the player left of
the dealer takes the top card from his pile,

and, keeping it face down, places the card in
the centre of the table, whereupon he/she
turns it over for everyone to see. The other
players do the same in turn laying their cards
next to, side by side, and not on top of each
other. The player who has laid the highestvalue card wins the cards played. So if, for
example, the ten and eight are played, the
player who played the ten would pick up the
cards. If the king and jack are played, the
player who played the king wins the cards.
If two cards of the same value are played by
each of the players, they are turned over face
downwards in the centre of the table and the
next time two cards are played, again the
highest-value card player wins, picking up all
the cards on the table. The winner is the player
with the most cards when all the cards have
been played.
Scoring: The best of three games is suggested,
played over three separate playing times. A
written record could be kept to encourage
competition.
The winner is usually the player who is ‘passionate’
r
about you not forgetting to record the score!

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE LAWS
Gordon Rainsford debunks a few urban myths (more in the next issues!)
1.

‘Dummy can’t revoke’
Dummy can revoke, but Law 64B3 tells us there is no ‘rectification’ for such a revoke. However,
as with any other established revoke, if the non-offending side is damaged by the revoke, then
the director can adjust the score under Law 64C to restore equity.

2.

‘It was in the same breath’
This phrase is not used in the laws, and the important thing when correcting an inadvertent call
or designation is not so much how quickly you do it, but whether or not you changed your mind.
Changes of mind are not allowed, however quickly you make them.
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Around & About
NEW HOME

ST TRINIAN’S B.C.

THE Otford Bridge Club has been meeting since
1968 and is still going strong.
For forty-five years, on and off, we have played at
the Otford Church Hall. We then had fifteen
months at the Mark Collet Pavilion, Heverham
Road, Kemsing.
Travelling along the narrow lanes around
Kemsing has not been to everyone's liking, nor has
the lack of easy access for the disabled, so the
Committee decided to move to the Sevenoaks Community Centre (at Bat and Ball) from 1st August
2014. We meet at 7.30pm on Fridays.

New members and visitors are welcome to come
along. Pairs are preferred; however, members and
visitors may phone Sally Ford on 01474 812250 to
see if a partner is available. Further info at
www.bridgewebs.com/otford
(Ian Galletti)

AT the Wearside Bridge Club, Sunderland, they
know how to throw a good bridge party. Every Bank
Holiday Monday they have a themed bridge do
(from 10am to 5pm), which is always very popular.
Last August members particularly enjoyed the
‘St. Trinian’s’ theme and – as can be seen from the
photo above – fully entered into the spirit of things!
Wearside Bridge Club was formed in 1949 when
some of the founder members bought the present
premises, at 17 Park Place West, in Sunderland. At
the moment they have about one hundred and fifteen
members, and play bridge four nights a week.
Further info at www.bridgewebs.com/wearside
(Margaret Reid)

2015 NIGHT OF THE STARS
THE bridge charity event of the year kicked off in November with the ever-popular auction of a large
number of bridge stars. The actual Night of the Stars, when all the stars arrive to play with their lucky
partners, will take place on Thursday, February 26, 2015 at the Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability in
Putney. If you want to take part, contact Terry Hewett at terry@nightofthestars.org.uk to see if tickets are
still available (tickets are £100 for a pair and include a reception with lots to eat and drink before the
duplicate pairs session). It is also worth asking if a new star has become available after the auction!
This year the money raised will be divided between Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability, Maggies,
Mencap and React. RHN will receive 35% for providing premises and services for the Night of the
Stars. More information can be found at www.nightofthestars.org.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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The Junior Page

European Success

click

by Kyle Lam

link

THE 12th European Youth Pairs was held in July in
Burghausen, Germany, located in Bavaria near the
border with Austria, which is the home of the
longest castle in Europe. A large contingent was sent
to represent England in the four competitions. The
championships started with a two-day Mixed Pairs
competition followed by three days of Junior,
Youngsters (U20) and Girls Pairs, which consisted of
a two-days qualifier and a final.
Five English pairs contested the Mixed Pairs and
of these the best performance came from Tom Paske
and Sarah O’Connor who were in a medal position
at the half-way stage but finished sixth in a field of
over fifty pairs. Tom partnered Graeme Robertson
in the Junior Pairs. After two days of competition,
they were in tenth place and hence comfortably
qualified for the final. In the board below Tom and
Graeme were in action in the final against experienced Danish pair and eventual silver medallists
Rasmus Jepsen and Dennis Bilde:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ A Q 10
™AKJ
tA64
®AQJ7
8
´ J943
N
Q 10 7 3
™42
W
E
S
10 3 2
tKQJ85
K 10 9 8 5
®63
´ K7652
™9865
t97
®42

West
Jepsen

1

North
Paske

East
Bilde
2t1
3t
Dble
Pass
Pass
3NT
Pass
Pass
5t2
Pass
Pass
5´
All Pass
Weak two in diamonds; 2 Cue-bid

South
Robertson
Pass
3´
4™
5™

West led the two of diamonds which Graeme won in
dummy. He proceeded to cash the ´A-Q, discovering
the bad news as West pitched the ten of diamonds.
Graeme now played a second diamond; East won,
and continued with a third round of diamonds
which Graeme ruffed, West throwing a small club.
Graeme now took a club finesse which held and
played the ten of spades off the dummy. East with
´J-9 amusingly ducked but, despite this, Graeme had
to overtake the ten with his king. Now West (holding
™Q-10-7-3 and ®K-10-9) was squeezed in hearts
and clubs. He pitched a club and Graeme had to
guess whether he had begun with three hearts and six
clubs, or four hearts and five clubs. Graeme guessed
correctly and cashed his clubs for eleven tricks. This
excellent piece of declarer play was worth almost
100% of the match-points.
Tom and Graeme ended the competition as
bronze medallists – a fantastic achievement. Sarah
O’Connor partnered Sinéad Bird in the Girls Pairs,
qualifying for the final and narrowly missing out on
the medals in the final, finishing fifth.
In other news, the U25 pairs was contested in the
Brighton Summer Congress this August. Chris
Derrick and Shahzaad Natt emerged as winners,
with Stephen Kennedy and Jonathan Derrick the
highest-ranked U20 pair.
r

MASTER-POINT PROMOTIONS
The latest list can be found at
www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-promotions
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COUNTY NEWS
You will find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our ‘In Memoriam’
column) in the online magazine (page 72 onwards). These pages are also available as a standalone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at www.ebu.co.uk/ click
documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your County link
website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
AT the West of England Congress Mike
Huggins – Irene Robinson were 4th in the
Championship Pairs. In the Swiss Teams Sue
O’Hara – Nelson Stephens were 5th, and
Robert Covill, Mike Huggins, Irene Robinson
and Jack Terry were 6th. Mike Huggins –
Irene Robinson also had a good result in the Montenegro
Congress heat of the British Sim Pairs, finishing 2nd. Jan
Duncan – David Jones finished third in the Swiss Pairs.
In the Western League match versus Dorset, the Avon A
team won 18-2 but the B and C teams both lost.
Diary dates: Jan 11, Garden Cities Qualifier.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
LOCAL players achieved considerable success at
the recent Guernsey Congress. Alan Cooke –
Maris Sheppard came 2nd in the Swiss Pairs;
Maureen and Brian Stairs won the Seniors’ Pairs
and Maris, Alan, Maureen and Brian were 2nd
in the Seniors’ Teams. Well done all.
Congratulations to the Bedfordshire team of Monica Lucy,
Maggie Willis, Spyros Roumeliotis and Mark Westley who
won the Green-pointed Teams at the Beds & Northants
Congress in September.

Henry Lockwood, Matthew Johnson, Phillip Crout and Paul
Russell were 7th in the Essex & Herts One-Day Green-pointed
Teams. At the Junior Teach-in, Liam Fegarty finished 4th in
the Friday Pairs.
In the Premier League Division 1, Fegarty, Curtis, Barden,
Mestel, Kendrick, Milman were lying 4th after four out of
seven days of play. Fegarty, Curtis, Kendrick, Milman also
reached the final of Crockfords.
Diary dates: Feb 7, Garden Cities Qualifier. Feb 22, County
Individual Final. Mar 7-8, East Anglian Bridge Weekend. Mar
21, Novice Pairs Tournament. Mar 22, County Pairs Final. Apr
26, County Swiss Pairs.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
CONGRATULATIONS to Howard Basden-Smith – Sue
Rankin who won the Open Pairs at the EBU Bridge Overseas
Montenegro Congress.
Also, well done to Alex Gauld, Robert Plumley and Andy
Hall for winning the Guernsey Congress Swiss Teams. Further
congratulations to Alex Gauld who won the Burlington Cup at
the Autumn Congress, with Dan McIntosh also in the winning
team (photo below).

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
THE Green-pointed Swiss Teams at Liskeard was
dominated by teams from Devon, Stefan Lindfors,
Miles Cowling, Rob Lawy and Alex Maddocks
winning from Dick Andrews, Gaynor Wiseman,

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Tim Rees and Gary
Jones who won gold medals playing for Wales in
the Commonwealth Nations Championships (see
page 27). Peter and Dee Lindon were in the team
that won the Surrey Green Point Event and Dick
Davey, Bill Charlwood, Stan and Tara Harding were joint
winners of the Herts Green Point Teams.
Make sure you enter in a team in the Mixed Swiss Teams on
December 7. The County Pairs Qualifier is on January 11.

www.cambsbridge.org.uk
AT the Autumn Congress, David Kendrick, Mike Seaver and
Simon Barb reached the Two Stars Pairs Final. Ufuk Cotuk
finished 2nd in the Eastbourne Bowl Teams Final, ahead of
Catherine Curtis, Paul Fegarty and David Kendrick (6th).
Simon Barb finished 11th in the Great Northern Swiss Pairs.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Cambs and Hunts

Burlington Cup winners at the Autumn Congress,
Dan McIntosh and Alex Gauld (Channel Islands) and
Claire Robinson and Angus Simpson (London).
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Phil Palmer and Jenny Flood. The top Cornish team were Rob
Mabley, Alan Biggs, Celia Bishop and Viv Mably, who were
equal 4th.
The three Cornish teams have had an exceptional start to
the season. In away Western League matches against Wiltshire
and Dorset all three teams have been victorious.
There have been two outstanding Sims results. Dave
Mattos – Barry Cuff were 4th (out of 919), after a recount, in
the EBU Autumn Sims, and Sandra Bickerdike – Owen May
were also 4th (of 1047) in the British Autumn Sim pairs.
Diary dates: Jan 3, Falmouth Salver Pairs, Falmouth BC.
Jan 18, Star Masters and Tredova Cup, Ladock. Jan 25, Teams
of Four, Ladock. Feb 8, National Pairs Heat, Wadebridge. Feb
22, County Swiss Pairs, Newquay.

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
CUMBRIA held its AGM in August. Regretfully, we heard that
the Congress Secretary for sixteen years, Janet Sheppard, will
be stepping down after our Congress in 2015. Janet has done
a sterling job of organising and running the Congress and will
be shadowed by her replacement, Mrs Babs Matthews, this
year. The Chairman thanked the outgoing Match Captain,
Howard Brown, for all his work and welcomed Ian Reeves, his
replacement. Welcome to Adam Aitken, joining the Committee. Mrs Christine Ward was elected President this year.
The new Swiss Weekend held jointly with Westmorland was
a great success. Thanks to those members of both Counties
who worked hard to make this event so successful, especially
John Ellwood, Jeremy Harris, Tim Matthews, Christine
Johnston, Sam Norman, Trevor Ward and our great TD Ken
Johnston.
In the Northern Bridge League Cumbria B were equal 4th,
with the C team 5th out of 7.

Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
IN the Three Counties Swiss Teams, Derby B came
2nd. In the Derbyshire Green-pointed Swiss Teams
event, the winners were Don Smedley, John
Griffin, Richard Edwards, Roger Mallinson;
Kevin Higgins – Richard Acaster won the GP

Photo: EBU

Swiss Pairs.

Oxfordshire’s Jean Squires (left) and Devon’s Ros Morgan,
winners of the Ladies’ Pairs at the Montengro Congress,
with BOS representarive Jane Taylor (centre).
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Liz Hall – David Taylor were 2nd in the inter-county Edgar
Foster Cup, with Randy and Doreen Curzon 4th. Derbyshire
were 2nd overall in the ranking by county.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
AT the West of England Congress Warner
Solomon – Roger Sweet won the Swiss Pairs;
Stefan Lindfors playing with Gunnar Halberg
was 2nd. Stefan Lindfors, Jim Grant, Alex
Maddocks and Gunnar Hallberg won the Swiss Teams – well
done; this is a popular congress and presented a strong field.
Congratulations to Ros Morgan (see photo below) playing
with Jean Squires for winning the Ladies’ Pairs at the EBU
Overseas Montenegro Congress.
Congratulations to Stefan Lindfors – Warner Solomon,
playing with Andrew Thompson – Rob Lawy, for winning the
Welsh Foursomes.
Please note the date for the Devon Pairs Finals has been
changed from 15 March 2015 to Saturday 21 February 2015.
Diary dates: Jan 10-11, John Woolcott Weekend; contact
Terry Cannon ( 01395 26648. Feb 27-Mar 1, North Devon
Congress; contact Brenda Martin ( 01271 862013.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
GUERNSEY Congress: Pat Savage, Jo Whitty,
Brian Browse and Avis Robertson achieved
good results throughout the congress. Margot
Wilson-Gardner, John Gardner and team finished 4th in the
Swiss Teams.
West of England Congress: Chris Stevens, Alastair Cowley,
Bob Mott and Ann Sharples finished 4th in the Green-pointed
Teams; Chris and Alastair finished 5th and Bob and Ann tied
12th with Miles Cowling – Krzysztof Ginda in the Greenpointed Pairs.
Diary dates: Jan 4, Knight Cup (Green-pointed Pairs) for
primary Dorset members, Hamworthy Club, Canford Magna,
Wimborne. Feb 1, Frost Rose Bowl (Blue-pointed Swiss
Teams) at Allendale Bridge Club, Wimborne.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
In the Montenegro Congress Fran Alexander,
Graham Foster, Mike Harbour, David Clark were
2nd in the Swiss Teams, with Mary Homer, Albert
Kitchin, Peter Oake, Simon Moorman 6th. Peter
and Simon were also 3rd in the Swiss Pairs. Congratulations
to them all and also to Chris and Sue Taylor (photo next page)
on winning the South Bucks Blue-pointed Swiss Teams.
Essex players did well again at the Felixstowe Congress:
congratulations to Paul and Val Mollison, Bernie Hunt, Brian
Davies who comfortably won the Swiss Teams, with another
Essex team 3rd – Chris Chorley, Paddy Murray, Mike Wren,
Richard Perryman. John Cosgrove – Charles Hook finished
7th in the Congress Pairs (top section); they were also the top
non-expert pair. Well done Marcia Levan-Harris – John
McCoy who were 2nd in the Consolation Final with Richard
Perryman – Mike Wren 3rd.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Mixed Pairs. Jan 11, Essex Swiss Pairs.
Jan 24-25, Woodham Ferrers Bridge Congress. Jan 30,
National Pairs Heat.

www.ebu.co.uk

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
THE active Youth team in GCBA have been
arranging minibridge sessions in local secondary schools for Year 7 pupils. The aim is to ensure
that all eleven year olds can play minibridge and
from the sessions to identify students who wish to learn bridge.
This way we have the pupils for six years of training.
The GCBA Chairman, Alan Wearmouth has been busy
visiting non-affiliated bridge clubs in the county. His visits
have been well received and we hope that more clubs will
come under the EBU umbrella. To spread the word across
Gloucestershire about GCBA we have started a new session
called Introduction to County Bridge on the fourth Monday of
each month from October to April. There has been much
interest in these sessions so please come and join us for one of
them or any Monday night at the splendid Cheltenham
Bridge Club on Tivoli Road.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
WELL done to: Jeremy Baker, Richard Hyde,
Alister McDonald, John Sherringham for
reaching the final of the Crockfords Plate and
coming 4th; Andrew Bennett – Dave Hinkin
for coming 2nd in the Essex & Herts Green Pointed Pairs in
July; Bob McRobert for being in the winning team at the
Surrey Green-pointed Teams.
Diary dates: Dec 14, Yuletide Mini Swiss Teams. Jan 11,
Midwinter Mini Swiss Teams. Jan 25, Candlestick Swiss
Pairs. Feb 15, Valentine Mini Swiss Teams. All are held at
Romsey. Candlesticks starts at 1pm, other events at 2pm.
Dave Huggett is holding a seminar for improvers at
Winchester on Dec 7 on ‘Successful Defending’. This is
from 3-6pm. All entries via the HIOW website or phone
Steve ( 02380 702934.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
THE Edgar Foster Cup is an event for four pairs from each of
the County Bridge Associations of Derbyshire, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Staffordshire & Shropshire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire. Ian Murray-Watson – Terry

Meadows came 3rd, Roman Klis – Peter Watts 6th and Nigel
Edmondson – Paul Smith 8th. However, we were narrowly
beaten by Warwickshire for the trophy for the county with the
three best performing pairs.
Ben Britton and Mike Ralph won the Men’s Pairs at the
West of England Congress.
Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
Diary dates: Jan 23, Inter-club Teams Round 3, Ledbury,
7pm. Feb 7, Club Teams of Eight, Tarrington, 10.30am. Feb
28, Championship Pairs, Tarrington, 10.30am. Mar 13, Interclub Teams Round 4, Ledbury, 7pm. Mar 20, Mixed Pairs,
Bartestree, 7pm.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
THE new partnership desk can be reached by
telephoning Jeff Green ( 01923 290067 or email jgqmf@live.co.uk. This service is for all
events except those preceded by club qualifying
heats or club representative competitions.
Congratulations to Bill Gardner – Corneliu Rimboiu who
won the July Herts & Essex Swiss Pairs and David Sherman,
Peter Hasenson, Dimitri Stoev and John Vos who won the
Swiss Teams. The September Herts & Essex Swiss Pairs was
won by Maria Budd – Malcolm Harris and the Swiss Teams
was won by Saroj and Alan Ellis, Bernard and Margaret
Eddleston, equal first with Stan and Tara Harding, Dick Davey
and Bill Charlwood.
Alan Kay, Derek and Celia Oram won the Gerald Faulkner
Salver together with Jeremy Dhondy.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Rose Bowl. Jan 11, Humble Cup 1st
Qualifinal. Jan 25, Championship Pairs Semi-final. Jan 30,
Cadet Pairs Final. Feb 1st, Humble Cup 2nd Qualifinal. Feb 8,
ECL Herts v Suffolk. All events are held at the Bridge Centre.

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org
SEPTEMBER was a busy international month
for members of the MBU.
The annual Isle of Man Congress was held in
Douglas and a strong field of mainly English
visitors contested the main events. The Swiss
Pairs was won by Stuart Clarke – Bill Carr and the Swiss Teams
was won by a Manchester squad of Crosswell, Williams,
Mackay and Thrower. But it was good to record a local
triumph when the young Jenny Glanz and Neil Kelly were
successful in winning the Mixed Pairs.
From September 8 to 14 a Manx team competed in the
Commonwealth Nations Bridge Championships in Glasgow.
Led by non-playing captain Erika Slatcher, the Manx squad
performed extremely well and punched above their weight.
They did not get beyond the group robin stage but they
scored some notable wins against more fancied opponents
including England 2 and Australia. When was the last time a
Manx team beat the Australian national side at anything?

Kent

Photo: SBBC

www.kcba.org.uk

Winners of the South Bucks Blue-pointed Swiss Teams in
September: Chris and Sue Taylor, Chrys Poole and Steve Lee

www.ebu.co.uk

CLUBS holding a heat of the National Pairs:
Farnborough (Kent) BC, Friday January 9;
Otford BC, Friday February 6 (Provisional).
Non-club members should contact the club
secretary (see website for club information).
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Larsky Cup heats: Farnborough (Kent) BC, Friday January 16; TWBC, Tuesday February 3; Medway Towns BC,
Tuesday February 10; Beckenham BC, Thursday February
12; Ashford BC, Tuesday February 17; Aces BC, Wednesday
February 18 (1pm); Broadstairs BC, Wednesday February
25; Canterbury BC, Friday February 27.
Diary dates: Sun Jan 11, Men’s Pairs (Hunter Homines)
and Ladies’ Pairs (Fleming Femina), TWBC, 11am. TWBC
County Teams of 8 Competitions: Div. 1 Corbett Cup and
Div. 2 Corbett Plate, Sun Jan 25 and Sun Feb 8, TWBC,
11am. Div. 3: Mitchell Salver, Sat Feb 7, TWBC, 11am. Sun
March 29, Larsky Final, TWBC, 11am.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
CONGRATULATIONS go to the Lancashire B
team on winning the Northern Bridge League for
the second year in succession. Going into the last
round the team was only 6th of the eight counties
but managed to pip Yorkshire by one point. Lancashire A
finished 3rd out of six counties and Lancashire C 2nd out of
seven counties.
Congratulations also go to Stuart Clarke – Bill Carr on
winning the Swiss Pairs at the Isle of Man Congress.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Lytham Rose Bowl, Lytham Bridge
Club. Dec 21, Santa Claus Pairs, Manchester Bridge Club. Jan
4, Preston Blue Pointed Swiss Teams, Preston Bridge Club. Jan
10-11, Manchester Congress, Victoria and Albert Hotel,
Manchester. Jan 24, LCBA Butler Pairs, Lytham Bridge Club.
Feb 1, LCBA Championship Pairs, Blackburn Bridge Club.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
AT the Guernsey Congress, Pat Watson had a
very successful week partnering Carolyn Fisher
of Warwickshire. They finished 2nd in both the
Pre-Congress Pairs and the Seniors Pairs events
alongside two 4th-place finishes.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Midland League vs Worcestershire
(Away). Dec 10, Leicestershire Cup KO Teams Round 1,
Rothley. Dec 18, Pairs League Round 3, Rothley. Jan 4,
Midland League vs Nottinghamshire (Home). Jan 14, Stanley
Trophy Round 4, Glenfield. Jan 14, Wilde Cup – Non-expert
Teams, County BC. Jan 15, Pairs League Round 4, Rothley. Jan
28, Josephs Bowl Round 2, Blaby. Jan 28, Butterworth Langley
Trophy Round 1, Blaby. Feb 2, LCBA National Pairs Heat,
Greenfields.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
MANY congratulations to London’s newest World
Champion, Anita Sinclair, winner of the World
Mixed Teams in China along with Zia Mahmood
and her multi-national team (see pages 20-21).
International honours also for David Bakhshi who won the
Commonwealth Nations Bridge Championships; Ben Green
and Phil King, English Silver-Medal winners in Glasgow;
Andrew Robson, second in the Cavendish Open Pairs in
Monaco; and Nick Sandqvist and Tom Townsend who also
made the Cavendish main final.
Autumn Congress winners were: Alex Hydes who won the
Two Stars Pairs with Richard Johnson – Nick Boss third; Nick
Sandqvist – Tom Townsend who won the Eastbourne Bowl
and the Satellite Pairs, with Shazaad Natt 2nd in the Pairs;
Angus Simpson – Claire Robinson (photo: page 53) who won
the Burlington Cup, with Mike and Carrie Eden 2nd; David
Gold – Susanna Gross who won the Sussex Cup.
Diary dates: Sun Feb 1, Palmer Bayer Trophy. Sun Feb 8,
Ian Gardiner Trophy. Feb 28-Mar 1, Lederer Memorial
Trophy, RAC.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
COMMONWEALTH Nations Cup (see page
27): Silver Medal for John Holland playing for
England. Alan Mould representing Scotland
reached the quarter-finals.
Derbyshire Green Point Pairs: Kevin Higgins – Richard
Acaster won in a field of 54 pairs.
Great Northern Swiss Pairs: Kath and Alan Nelson won this
National event in a field of 98 pairs.
EBU Autumn Sim Pairs: congratulations to Ken Hassell –
Ian Kane who, playing at the Altrincham heat, won nationally
with a score of nearly 70%. This is the fourth time they have
won a national Simultaneous.
EBU Overseas Montenegro Congress: Bill and Joyce White
were on the winning team in the Swiss Teams, and Bernard
and Rhona Goldenfield were 2nd in the Swiss Pairs.
Diary dates: Dec 21, Santa Claus Pairs, Manchester Bridge
Club. Jan 10-11, Manchester County Congress, Victoria and
Albert Hotel, Water St, Manchester, M3 4JQ; entries to Jeff
Smith, jasmith@nildram.co.uk or ( 0161 702 3773.

Lincolnshire
CONGRATULATIONS to the City of Lincoln Club for reaching the final of the Garden Cities competition, where they
finished in 8th position.
The EBU held a series of Club Directors’ courses at
Scunthorpe recently. This was well attended and enjoyed by
all. One County member, Stuart Knox, went on to qualify as a
County Director – well done.
Diary dates: Sun Dec 7, Heat 3 of the County Pairs League.
Sun Dec 21, Christmas Mixed and Married Pairs. Both events
at Dunholme Village Hall starting at 1.30pm.
Best wishes to all county members, and others, for the
Festive Period.
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www.lincsbridge.org.uk

Julian Merrill and Paul Roberts. winners of the
Merseyside & Cheshire Charity Chester Bowl.
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Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to John and Pauline
Rudolf on both their win in the Pairs at the
Telford Midweek Congress and their 3rd place
in the Great Northern Swiss Pairs.
The Chester Bowl (Charity Pairs) was won by Julian Merrill
– Paul Roberts (photo on previous page); Ken Hassell – Ian
Kane were runners-up. The winners of the Consolation event
were: N/S Frank Salt – Jim Stambridge, E/W Karen Jones –
Barbara Eastabrook.
In the NWBA Swiss Pairs in October Ted Reveley – Bill
Niccol finished in 3rd place.
Well done to Barbara Serres – Gareth Thomas who were
2nd in the Wednesday session of the Autumn British Sim Pairs
with a score of over 70%.
Diary dates: Jan 17-18, Chester Congress, Deva BC. Feb. 1,
County Trials, MBC. Mar 1, Jean Keen Trophy, MBC. Mar 8,
Eric Howarth Cup, MBC. Mar 22, Portland Pairs.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Janet de Botton and
Artur Malinowski on winning the Eastbourne
Bowl (the main teams event) at the EBU Autumn
Congress. Catherine Seale and Tom Paske won the
Sussex Cup (the consolation teams event).
In the Crockfords Cup Neil Rosen, Anne Rosen
and Martin Jones were in the team which came
2nd. Well done to Denise Miller and Rob Corrie who won the
2014 Mind Sports Olympiad Pairs (photo on page 19).

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
ALL comers are welcome to sign up for the ever
popular ABC Swiss Teams Open Event on Sunday
January 25. See www.afternoonbridge.org.uk
Norfolk bridge student numbers have enjoyed
a huge boost from the new ace teaching team of
Suzanne Gill and James Tullett. They already have over 50
students with a long waiting list for the next Beginners and
Improvers’ class, starting in January. Bridge workshops for
more advanced players are in the pipeline.
Congratulations on another new initiative – the marriage
of Rob Richardson and Rosa Hogarth who met at Yarmouth
Bridge Club. Rosa hails from Hong Kong so they followed the
Chinese tradition of playing games before the evening
entertainment – bridge rather than the customary Mah-jong.
Rob thinks bridge is ideal for romance: ‘It is one of the rare
games where both genders play together and have time to get
to know each other at the table – and find out if you can
tolerate them telling you off!’

This year the event was covered by the Evening Chronicle
(in the photo below, Katie Pike and Brian Lumsden, respectively
Kathy Pike’s daughter and life partner). All bridge/raffle prizes,
cakes donated – total raised to date £2700.
Congratulations to three players from the North East, Clive
Owen, John Atthey and Chris Owen who have reached the
semi-finals in the Silver Plate (teams eliminated from the Gold
Cup).
Diary date: sun Feb 8, Deane Salver (Mixed Pairs),
Brunton Bridge Club. 2-8 pm, 36 boards. Entry: £10 includes
afternoon tea.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
ROBERT Miller, Ufuk Cotuk, Jim Deacon and Chris
Wormleighton finished 2nd in the main Teams final at the
Autumn Congress. Mark Tilley, Mike Trask, Tim Durdin and
Tony Hough finished 2nd at the Bedford Congress Teams.
In the Eastern Counties league match against Bedfordshire,
the A team won 12-8, the B team won 16-4 and the C team
won 12-8. In the match against Suffolk, the A team won 13-7,
the B team lost 3-17 and the C team won 17-3.
Kettering Bridge Club’s Porch Trophy will take place at
Kettering Bridge Club on Sunday December 7. This is a twosession Swiss Pairs event. Entries to Colin Tuton.
Diary dates: Sun Dec 7, Porch Trophy, Kettering. Sat Dec
13, Saturday Winter League, Stamford. Wed Dec 17, Wednesday Winter League, Northampton. Sat Jan 10, Saturday
Winter League, Stamford. Wed Jan 21, Wednesday Winter
League, Northampton.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
TWO further county matches yielded disappointing results:
on September 14 against Warwickshire the VPs were 6-14 and
1-19 for first and second teams; the third team won 16-4. The
matches against Worcestershire were all lost 2-18, 6-14 and
2-18. Future county matches: home to Staffs and Shrops,
November 9; away to Lincs, December 7; and away to Leics
January 4.
Nottingham Gambit won the annual Three Counties event
for teams including Leics and Derbyshire. In October William
Crook came a close 2nd in the Great Northern Pairs, partnering Richard Winter.

www.neba.co.uk
CHARITY Event in aid of Cancer Research: this
event has now run successfully for three years –
twenty tables of club players and beginners playing friendly duplicate bridge, followed by tea and
cake. Winners of the Kathy Pike Trophy were Don Reid –
David Gold. Student winners were Mary Sharp – Pat Ford.

www.ebu.co.uk
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North East

Brian Lumsden and Katie Pike
at NEBA’s charity event in memory of Kathy Pike.
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Future events include the Winter Pairs every second
Wednesday monthly and the County Teams of Four
qualification on January 25.

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
AT the Beds & Northants Congress, Aleksandar
Lishkov – Ian Angus came 2nd in the
Championship Pairs and Abbey Smith – Robert
Procter were 5th. In the Swiss Teams, Aleksandar
Lishkov and David Southcombe’s team came 3rd.
Sandra Nicholson – Krys Kazmierczak did well in the
Felixstowe Congress Pairs Final with joint 2nd place.
At the Guernsey Bridge Congress, Jean Squires achieved 2nd
place in the Ladies’ Pairs, and 3rd place in the Seniors Swiss
Teams. Jean won the Ladies’ Pairs at the EBU Bridge Overseas
Montenegro Congress (photo on page 54) and Ursula Bowler –
Howard Arnes were 6th in the Mixed Pairs. At the EBU
Autumn Congress, Abbey Smith – Christopher Wilson came
5th in the Satellite Pairs Final and Aleksandar Lishkov was
2nd in the Swiss Pairs.
Congratulations to Kathy and Denis Talbot on achieving
the rank of Grand Master.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Midland Counties League v Staffordshire; Jan 13, EBU National Pairs Heat. Jan 27, OBA Pro-Am.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge.org.uk
SOMERSET players featured well in the West of
England Congress, Roger Sweet and partner winning the Swiss Pairs ahead of 134 pairs. The
Championship Pairs was won by Graham Heal –
Sheena Lanham, the Ladies’ Pairs by Valerie Dunn –
Anna Mavis Taylor
The Swiss Teams in the Telford Midweek Congress was won by
Alan and Jette Bailey with Bob and Jackie Baker (photo below).

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
THE County Committee were re-elected en bloc.
Thanks to the efforts of Linda Curtis and Judy
Mitchell we are back to two divisions in the
League.
Justin Hackett has had a great run: 2nd in the teams at
Brighton was followed by winning Crockfords and then also
the Commonwealth Games, where he was joined by father
Paul (see page 27). Barbara Hackett won the B Final in the
Womens Pairs at the Cavendish in Monaco. Dan Crofts was
runner-up in the Teams at Weston-Super-Mare. Annette
Lucas and Mike Cornes won the Inter-county Edgar Foster
Trophy (photo: next page).

Brian Davies won the Swiss Teams. Graham Grist – Mike
Walsh won the Championship Pairs with Graham Beeton –
Jeff Orton taking the Consolation Pairs. The Open Pairs was
won by James Tullett – Suzanne Gill.
Don’t forget our Championship Pairs open heat at Ipswich
on Thursday January 8. Then we have the Blue-pointed MidAnglia Pairs on Sunday January 11 at Woodbridge and the Jyl
Marsh Individual at Framlingham on Sunday February 8.
Now is the time to put the Green-Pointed East Anglian
Bridge Weekend on March 8-9 in your diary with Swiss Pairs
on Saturday and Swiss Teams on Sunday.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Bernard Themis –
Angela McCready who won both the Swiss Pairs
and the Mixed Pairs at the EBU Montenegro Overseas Congress.
Julia Brough – Steve Bourton won the Tuesday EBU Sims
heat in July.
Gordon O’Hair and Barry Stoker were runners-up in the
Swiss Pairs at the Surrey Green Point Event and Bob McRobert,
Arun Suri, Peter Lindon, Dee Lindon won the Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: Jan 25, Mixed Pairs, Oxshott. Feb 8, Men’s &
Ladies’ Pairs, Ripley. Feb 15, Friendly Swiss Pairs, Oxshott.
Enter via the Surrey website or contact Frances Trebble
( 01252 679883, f.trebble@ntlworld.com
Schools event on Feb 6, St Pauls School: for details, contact
b.kavarana@gmail.com

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
IN the Metropolitan Cup all the laurels went to the
Sussex A & B teams who both won their sections of
this competition. Also it was pleasing to see that
both Sussex C teams performed very creditably too,
finishing within a VP of each other in 2nd= and 4th
places respectively in a closely-fought C section.
The county has been looking to encourage clubs to get
more youngsters into lessons feeding into their club sessions.
So it gives us great pleasure to announce that our application
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Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to David Price, Suffolk
Captain, for winning the Crockfords Cup for the
fourth time and also to Jane Moore for being
exempted from the trials for the Lady Milne Trophy.
We had another great attendance at this year’s Felixstowe
Congress with 76 pairs competing on Saturday and 32 teams
on Sunday. Paul Mollison, Bernie Hunt, Val Mollison and

Telford Midweek Swiss Teams winners from Somerset,
Alan Bailey, Jackie Baker, Jette Bailey and Bob Baker.

www.ebu.co.uk

for lottery funding for £10,000 has been accepted, and we will
be making good use of this opportunity in the New Year. Also
many thanks to Richard Newton at the Avenue Bridge Club
who has donated the proceeds of this year’s Charity Evening
for the same purpose. Thanks also to Sussex internationals
Sandra Landy, Gunnar Hallberg, Geoffrey Wolfarth and
Christine Jepson who gave up their evening to help raise
money for this cause.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
WITH more than half the matches played in the
Inter-County League, our Dawes and Markham
teams have a healthy lead over their rivals. The
Porter team are joint leaders with Worcestershire
who will be their next opponents in January.
All members are encouraged to support the 65th Midland
Counties Congress to be played at the West Midlands BC on
January 9-11. On the Friday there is a variety of events starting
at 2pm. The Swiss Pairs on Saturday and Swiss Teams on Sunday
are both green-pointed. Full details can be found in the
Congress brochure and on the County website.
Diary dates: Wed Dec 10, Non-Expert Teams, 6.45pm, West
Midlands; also the Joyce Hare Mixed Pairs, 7.15pm Moseley.
Sun Jan 25, Garden Cities Teams of Eight Heat, 12 noon,
Coventry (entries via clubs only). Thurs Jan 29, Seniors Teams
with afternoon tea, 1.30pm, West Midlands.

Westmorland
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland

Photo: James Vickers

WESTMORLAND and Cumbria Bridge Associations came together to run the first joint
Teams and Pairs Green-pointed Congress in
September. The event was well organised by a
joint committee and well directed by Ken
Johnson in the very comfortable Castle Green
Hotel at Kendal. The Teams event was won by John Whitaker,
Keith Stewart, John Halliwell and Linda Smith and the Pairs
event was won by Andrew Petrie – Catherine Draper with a
Westmorland pair, Jean and Mike Patefield, in second place.
Interest has already been shown in next year’s event, planned

Staffs & Shrops’s members Annette Lucas and Mike Cornes,
winners of the inter-county Edgar Foster Trophy.
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for Saturday and Sunday September 26 and 27, 2015.
The Northern League teams had mixed fortunes. The C
team proved to be the most consistent coming out 3rd overall.
The B team came 7th= in a closely fought competition.
The county membership continues to grow with its
established teaching and development programme.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to our Gold Cup
team, Pat Davies, Chris Dixon, Taf Anthias
and Sally Brock, Barry Myers and Rob
Sheehan (of other counties) on reaching the quarter-finals.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
THE new season is now in full swing with a
number of new initiatives taking place in the
county. A programme of Pro-Am Events, including both pairs and teams events, has now been
added on County Nights at Cutnall Green and a
Sunday Mentored Pivot Teams event is planned for the New
Year. Another new event is the Inter-club Teams League which
has been received with enthusiasm and is expected to grow
over the coming seasons.
Feedback from our members on these events, and any
others that they would like to see as we review the calendar for
the 2015-2016 season, would be very welcome.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
GRAHAM Jepson has been appointed as a Vicepresident of the YCBA. Nick Woolven was elected
Vice-chairman and Mark Bratley is joint County
Youth Officer. Congratulations to all three.
Jack Stocken is the new bridge correspondent of the
Yorkshire Post newspaper, succeeding Bill Townsend.
In the Northern Counties League, Yorkshire SE won the C
Division and the county team were second in the B Division.
Sandy Davies’ team (Tom Gisborne, Arthur Hughes,
Richard Pike, Mike Pomfrey and Keith Cornish) won the
Crockfords Plate. Cheryl and Dave Duddell, Keith Sowerbutts
and John Kimpton finished fifth.
In the Great Northern Swiss Pairs, Richard Winter and
Nottinghamshire’s Willy Crook were 2nd, while Carole Kelly –
Geoff Kenyon were 5th. Gillian Emerson – Alan Stephenson
won the Great Northern Improvers’ Pairs.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Yorkshire League. Dec 21, Mixed Pivot
Teams, Bradford. Jan 4, Yorkshire League. Jan 11, Yorkshire
Pairs, Bradford. Jan 24, Yorkshire Schools Pairs, York. Jan 25,
Yorkshire League.Feb 1, Doncaster Swiss Pairs.
r

December 19th is the closing
date for the submission of
county reports for the next issue
of English Bridge.
Please e-mail: elena@ebu.co.uk
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Landmark Promotions
July – October 2014
Congratulations to
the newly promoted
Premier Grand Master:
Mr WA Solomon, Devon

Congratulations to
the newly promoted
Grand Masters:
Mrs A Booth, Yorks
Mr C Chambers, Suffolk
Mr J Grant, Devon
Mrs JM Hall, Warwicks
Mr JM Lewis, Kent
Mr A Malinowski, Middx
Mr R Millard, Surrey
Mr A Morris, Sussex
Ms C Seale, Middx
Dr MS Smith, Essex
Dr DC Talbot, Oxon
Dr K Talbot, Oxon
Landmark Masterpoint
Promotions
July – October 2014

Avon
Life Master
Mr A Schofield
Prof N Stephens

Regional Master
Mrs Jan Duncan

Master
Mr Clive Ashworth
Mr Stephen Bride
Mr Arthur Floyd
Mrs Joy Hawkes
Mrs RJ Letcher
Mr Richard Lynn
Mr G Whyte

Bedfordshire
Regional Master

Mr RJ Clark
Mrs Joy Dutta
Mr Nirmal Dutta
Mr David Gardner
Mr W Gee
Ms Jane Leonard
Mrs P S Manning
Mr D Martin
Mrs A Musson

Mr Frank Fallon
Mrs Linda Taylor

Essex
Grand Master
Dr MS Smith

Master

Master
Mr John George

Channel Islands
Life Master
Mr C Hill

Master
Miss SM Jones

Cornwall
Master
Mr P Lindsay
John Mollard

Derbyshire
Master

Mrs J Brown

Mr J Grant
Mr Paul Brayshaw

Regional Master

Mr JD Cardiff
Dr M Collins
Mr PJ Dredge
Mr P Taylor

Mrs M E Cooke
Mrs Pam Harber
Mr Tony Harber
Mr Neil Howell
Mr Andy Leal
Mrs M Nicolle
Mrs Margaret Woodmansey

Direct
Regional Master
Mr SRA Baggs

Master

Master

Mrs Diana Bond

Mr NJ Jones
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Mr J M Lewis

Mrs Jan Allen
Mrs Fran Baillie
Mr Ian Balmer
Mrs Terry Bayley
Mrs Elaine Cartledge
Robert Edwards
Mr Tony Hilton
Mr DJ Holden
Reggie Kwan
Mrs M Maybank
Mr R Pope
Steve Reilly
Mr DB Riley
Mrs J Riley

Mr J Hayton
Mrs C Lusher
Mr DM Simons CBE

Master
Mr D Boreham
Mr R Gough
Mr P Johnson

Master

Life Master

Kent
Grand Master

Gloucestershire
Regional Master

Devon
Premier Grand Master
Mr WA Solomon

Mr P Barua
Mrs Elaine Duff
Dave Simmons
Mrs S H Usher-Smith

Life Master

Hants and IoW
Life Master

Grand Master

Master

Mrs L Cast
Mrs Anne Gibbons
Mr FL Hall
Marcia Levan-Harris
Mrs M Nettlingham
Mrs HB Reed

Mrs A Knight
Dr AJ McCance
Mr Gordon Noble
Mr P Robinson
Mr Jim Smith
Mrs Wendy Smith

Mr BK Smale

Mr A Aston
Ms R Evans

Dr Tim Butler
Mrs N Gibbs
Mr J S White

Mr GP Dolan
Mrs CS Ombler

Master

Ms A Flintoft

Mr H Kevill-Davies

Master

Regional Master

Mrs L Smith

Regional Master

Hertfordshire
Regional Master

Cambs & Hunts
Regional Master

Master

Berks & Bucks
Life Master

Dorset
Life Master

Mr B Deyal

Regional Master
Mr JA Shaw
Mr Nigel Foster
Mrs Brit Kitson
Mrs RS Needell
Mrs Christine Pine
Mr DM Pine
Mr Bob Row
Mrs LD Shergold
Dinos Theophanous
Janet Wright
Mr John Wright

Mr DC Anning

Regional Master
Ms J Connor
Mr AM Haslehurst

Master

Lancashire
Life Master
Mr SN Clarke

Master

Herefordshire
Life Master

Mr Rod Allan
Mr Peter Allison
Mrs Cath Birtle
Mr Ron Birtle
Mrs H Dent
Mrs S Hall
Mr JK Harris
Mrs Brenda Hinson
Mrs Jocelyn Mayne
Mrs Valerie Shoesmith
Mr M Williams

Mrs H Brace
Mrs JA Shadforth

Leicestershire
Regional Master

Regional Master
Dr R Klis

Master
Mrs M Eaton
Mrs J Knipe
Mrs J Pickering

Mrs AS Abbott
Dr A Billson
Mr PS Nuttall

Master
Mr John Lillie
Mr G Strang
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Lincolnshire
Regional Master

North East
Life Master

Mrs MA Neal

Mr R Davies

Master

Master

Mr Adrian Dobson
Dr Graham Marshall
Mrs ZE McIntyre
Mrs Judith Wall

Mrs Joan Crompton
Mr Roger Holmes
Mr G Jackson
Mrs DM Morrison
Mrs A Squires
Mr N Whitfield
Mr MG Wood

London
Life Master
Mr N Boss
Mrs PA Cardiff
Ms S Rohan

Northamptonshire
Life Master

Regional Master

Mr Tony Hough

Mr D Cardnell
Miss R Clow

Regional Master

Master

Mrs Audrey Edwards
Mr James Edwards

Mrs J Ainsworth
Mr Steve Bush
Mr N Dean
Miss C Robinson
Mrs C Rogers
Mr A Simpson
Ms A Spence

Master

Manchester
Master

Master

Mrs HK Adam
Miss L Cook
Mrs Brenda Egerton
Mr David McNeillie
Marion McNeillie
Mrs LJ Mollan
Mr M Pelham

Mr D Robinson
Mrs Jenny Thomas
Mr John Tilling

Nottinghamshire
Regional Master
Kyle Lam
Mr David Denton
Mr Mike Nailard
David Thompson
Mr A Zimmermann

Oxfordshire
Grand Master
Dr DC Talbot
Dr K Talbot

Merseyside & Cheshire
Regional Master

Life Master

Mr D Howe

Regional Master

Master

Mrs J Ingham-Johnson
Dr L Massey

Mr F Dixon

Middlesex
Grand Master
Mr A Malinowski
Ms C Seale

Life Master

Miss PJ Hopkinson

Master
Mr SJ Braithwaite
Mr JG Fleming
Mrs A Manders
Dr AJ Speyer
Dr G Wilson

Master

Surrey
Grand Master
Mr R Millard

Life Master
Miss P Leslie

Regional Master
Mr Derek Payne
Mr T Wallace

Master
Mrs Francine Archdall
Mrs Maryam Barekat
Mrs Liane Barrs-James
Mrs Averil Blackadder
Mr Asim Chughtai
Mrs Miranda Churchill
Mr Graham Cunningham
Iraj Darvish
Mrs RA Hammond
Mrs Verena Higgs
Mrs Heather Holder-Powell
Ms Sarah Jackson
Mrs J Lester
Mrs M Pineles
Mr D Rates
Mr Peter Sheriff
Mrs MO Thomas
Mr David Tucker
Mr RG Westwater
Mr DBB Wright

Sussex
Grand Master
Mr A Morris

Life Master
Mrs J Whiteway

Regional Master
Mr WB Davies
Mr NJ Levine
Mr C Vince

Master

Master

Master

Neeta Bavishi
Robert Harwood
Dr Amirul Islam
Mrs D Malde
Mr Jon North
Mr Mansukh Meghji B Shah
Mr A Vora

Mr M Badley
Mrs M Curry

Mr Krishan Aggarwal
Mr Chris Bailey
Mr K Booth
Mrs Hilary Broadhurst
Mr Howard Da Vall
Mrs C Nicholas-Booth
Mrs Helen Vaughan
Mrs J Wright

Staffs & Shropshire
Regional Master

Warwickshire
Grand Master

Mrs S Amos
Ms Janet Elizabeth Bradley

Regional Master

Mr PL Hasenson

Regional Master
Mrs S Avoth
Mr S Velayutham

Norfolk
Life Master
Mr MA Thompson

Regional Master
Mr DE Ellis

Master
Mrs RM Garrard
A Plunkett
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Somerset
Regional Master
Mr C Thomas

Master
Mr David Berry
Mrs E M Billingham
Mr JM Dodds
Mr Will O’Hanlon
Mrs S Yardley

Suffolk
Grand Master
Mr C Chambers

Mr Kenneth Flanagan
Mr R Greenway
Mr Clive Handy
Mrs J Lawson
Mrs Fiona Machin
Ms Penny Noake
Mr T Parks
Mr MLH Pick
Mr Bryan Stock
Anja Townrow
Mrs P Waddington
Mr Stuart Warne

Mr J Bloomfield
Mrs S Cook
Chris Hollingsworth

Mrs JM Hall
Mr G Sherlock-Brown
Mr JP Shingler

Master
Andy Baruch
Mr AG Betts
Mr DJ Clarke
Mr Joe Fagan
Mrs H Falk
Mr M Falk

Westmorland
Regional Master
Mrs I Gregory
Mrs SJ Howse

Wiltshire
Regional Master
Mr W Roper

Master
Mr G Baskerville
Mrs RI Bierwirth-James
Mr Peter Brunskill
Mr Roy Ingless
Mrs Joan Wycherley

Worcestershire
Regional Master
Mr John Dowbiggin

Master
Mrs EM Greaves
Mr PJ Slater
Mrs E A Smith
Mr B Yates

Yorkshire
Grand Master
Mrs A Booth

Life Master
Mr I Johns
Mrs JP Powell
Dr T Prior

Regional Master
Mr RA Causton
Mr DV Duckworth
Mr A Hayward
Mrs L Millet

Master
Mrs A Avery
Prof FR Bridge
Mr Jack Coan
Mr M Franklin
Mrs Tricia Gerstein
Mrs JB Greener
Mr PT Healey
Mrs Sally Heathcote
Julian Kawecki
Mr AJ Kingham
Mr B Parkin
Mr Martin Pierce
Mrs H Stogdale
Mrs AK Thornton
Mrs MK Underwood
Mrs JM Williams
Mrs MC Woolfrey
Mrs S Woolley
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Club Bidding Quiz
Answers to Questions on Page 25
Hand 1
´ A 10 4
™ AKQ987
t 10 6
®AQ

W

N

E

S
1t

?

Double. With 19 high-card
points (HCP) and a good sixcard suit, your hand is too good
for any sort of heart overcall even if you are playing
strong jump overcalls. You should start with a
double and show the hearts later. This shows a hand
too strong for an initial overcall.

Hand 2
´ 10 3
™ KQJ6
tAJ984
®AJ

W

N

E

1t
?

2®

Pass

S
1®
Pass

2™. Having already shown the
diamonds, now is the time to show
your second suit. While this does mean raising the
level if partner wishes to put you back to diamonds,
the opposing bidding is limited and you do have 16
HCP.

Hand 3
´ 653
™A62
t A K Q 10 3
®K6

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1™

S
Pass

1NT. The rebid shows a balanced
hand with 15-17 points (15-16
for some). This describes your
hand’s shape and strength. While you would prefer
to have a spade stopper, nothing else fits the bill. A
jump to 3t would overstate the diamonds as well as
making it hard to find a 5-3 heart fit. A raise to 2™
would be an underbid.
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Hand 4
´ AK76
™9
tJ8732
® 10 8 3

click

by Julian Pottage

link

W
N
E
Pass
1®
2®1
?
1
5-5 in the majors

S
Pass

3´. Your partner has asked you to
choose a major. You have a strong
preference for spades and clearly want to bid spades.
With four-card support and some values, you
should jump to 3´. Remember, you are forced to
bid something, so 2´ would promise little strength
or spade support.

Hand 5
´ J 10 9 8 5 2
™ AQ
tAQ7
®J8

W

N

E

1´
?

Pass

2™

S
1®
Pass

3™. Even if you play a changeof-suit reply to an overcall as
non-forcing, you do not want to pass. You certainly
do not need to have all these points for a one-level
overcall. Your ™A-Q should be as good as three-card
support, which is why a raise is best.

Hand 6
´2
™A
tAKQJ3
®K97542

W

N
3´

E
Pass

S
Pass

?

4NT. A bid of 3NT would be
natural. The jump to 4NT should
show a two-suited hand, the
minors in this case since you would just bid 4™ with
hearts and a minor. Offering partner a choice of
suits is much better than taking a unilateral
decision.
r
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Rules & Maxims

The Rule of 14 – by Michael Byrne
RATING HHHHH

What is it?
The Rule of 14 is a guideline for whether or not you
should respond at the two level or instead bid a
‘dustbin’ 1NT response. Imagine that partner opens
1´ and you hold this hand:

´
™
t
®

62
J8
A962
KJ972

points but its strength is still the same if you
lengthen the suit. For example, it’s easy to see that
these two hands:

´
™
t
®

J6
Q 10 8
AJ95
Q873

´
™
t
®

J6
Q 10 8
A 10 9 5 4
Q87

are roughly similar in strength, one having more in
high cards and the other more in length.
You have a choice between 2® and 1NT.
The Rule of 14 states: ‘Add the length of your
longest suit (L) to your point count (P); if the total
comes to 14 or higher, then you can respond at the
two level. Here, L + P = 14.
When does it apply?
It only applies when partner opens at the one level
(not 1®). If partner opens 1´, then all the suits are
in the game; if partner opens 1™, then the two suits
you might be thinking of would be clubs or
diamonds; and it is of some use if partner opens 1t
and you hold a club suit.
Why does it work?
It is basically a simple scheme to get people around
to the idea that a long suit is as useful as having highcard points. You can make a hand slightly weaker in

What are the problems?
As usual with general rules the extreme hands are
the exception. If you hold a 5-count with a ninecard suit (seemingly fulfilling the Rule of 14) then it
is not correct to change the suit at the two level – it
is better to jump directly to game. Or, if your suit is
very poor, you should pass and reveal your true
colours later by competing.
The rule also fails to take into account other
factors such as residual shape, fit with partner,
intermediates, and honour structure.
What more do I need to know?
The Rule of 14 only works if you play Acol with a
Weak No-trump. Those of you who have adopted
the Strong No-trump can’t use it, as the two-level
response structure is different.
r

Free trial ´ Acol widely played ® Special subscription rates for EBU members
Friendly & fun online club for all players
www.ebu.co.uk
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The Five-card Major System Part VI – by Neil Rosen
The 1NT Opening (Continued)
I AM often asked about the fundamental strengths
and weaknesses of the Strong No-trump versus the
Weak No-trump, some of which I covered in my last
article.
The key really is that the auction very rarely goes
pear-shaped when starting with a 1NT opening as
15-17 (very occasionally partner has absolutely
nothing, I suppose, but this is quite rare). Those
Weak No-trump devotees amongst you will all
know only too well how often it can actually go
wrong. If doubled, it can be horrendous – everyone
these days spends ages constructing a ‘wriggle’ or
some such variation (yuk!). But you can also often
receive a bad score when not doubled – and then no
system of wriggling can save you!
Another very important adjunct of playing a
Strong No-trump is that the very frequent Weak
No-trump type hands are opened at the one level
with 1® or 1t, avoiding the problems above of
going several down either doubled or undoubled. It
also therefore provides much more room for
auction development as well as finding major-suit
fits.

Opening 1NT with or without a Five-card Major
The debate has long raged about whether to open
1NT when in range holding a five-card major suit.
My personal view when playing a Weak No-trump is
that to open 1NT when holding a decent five-card
major is simply a losing proposition. I really believe
that Acol needs to be handled carefully to compete
with the other systems (mainly Five-card Major,
Strong No-trump based) played globally. By opening 1NT you deny the five-card heart or spade suit
that the rest of the world would routinely find
simply by opening it. I do subscribe to the view that
with a weak five-card major suit you should still
open 1NT when playing 12-14. I teach a
combination of two factors:
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a) Two honours make the suit acceptable to
show;
b) A hand rich in controls (aces and kings)
should consider opening 1™/1´ more often
than when full of soft values (queens and
jacks)
However for the Strong No-trump I fervently do not
hold the views just expressed. You simply must, in
my view, open most hands in range with 1NT
whether holding a five-card major or not. Thus
Hand 1 should open 1™ not 1NT when playing a
Weak No-trump whereas Hand 2 should open 1NT
when playing Strong:

Hand 1
´ A63
™ K Q 10 7 4
tK85
®J6

Hand 2
´ A63
™ K Q 10 7 4
tK85
®A4

I know that some people put lots of work into
playing ‘Puppet’ or Five-card Major Stayman when
playing a Strong No-trump. I do not share their
enthusiasm: in my view, there is a lot of other work
developing methods over 1NT with and without
intervention that comes first. I think just getting on
with opening 1NT will give you a far greater
percentage of good results. You must accept with any
change in method that the system will generate the
odd bad board – known as a ‘system fix’.
Talking of being fixed by the system, here is a
hand from a recent local club duplicate:
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i)

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ A 10 6
™AKQ53
t84
®Q76
QJ82
´ K9754
N
76
™J42
W
E
Q 10 3
tKJ2
S
A J 10 5
®84
´3
™ 10 9 8
tA9765
®K932

Partner and I bid 1NT, passed out, making eight
tricks on the obvious spade lead. This scored a
complete bottom as every other North-South
managed 140 or 170 in hearts. The reason I am
showing this hand is to attempt to give a balanced
view of the pros and cons. I don’t want to be one of
those authors who cherry-pick perfect examples to
demonstrate whatever it is that they are advocating
at the time!

ii)

Here with a full 18-count facing a Strong
No-trump we can insist on slam. Nothing
can be lost however by bidding Stayman first
in case a major-suit fit should come to light.
Invariably 6™/6´ prove easier to make with
these hands.
If you are about to bid 6NT – stop and think
again. You might still have a spade fit – and
I have just said 6´ may be cold with 6NT
failing – surely we should explore further.
Some use Baron with these hands. I simply
recommend that after 2™ you can use 2´ as
forcing for one round with a four-card
spade suit.

Hand B
´ K852
™ Q97643
t2
®95

i)

Partner
1NT
2t

You
2®
2™

ii)

Partner
1NT
2™

You
2®
3™/4™?

You can use Stayman rather than simply
transferring to hearts since you hold both
majors. If you catch a fit in either suit you
are probably worth a raise or jump to four if
feeling frisky! (In practice, this is probably
more likely if partner bids 2™ rather than
2´.)

No-trump Rebids
Because we have a 1NT rebid as 12-14 and 2NT
as 18-19, it works absolutely brilliantly to play a
Strong No-trump. The occasional system fix as
detailed above is a very small price to pay for having
a better, more integrated system.

Hand C
´
™
t
®

Responding to 1NT without Intervention
from the Opponents

AJ84
K52
A762
K4

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

72
QJ873
843
QJ6

Examples of hands responding to a 15-17 1NT:
i)
Hand A
´ AQ63
™ Q74
tAK63
®K5

www.ebu.co.uk

ii)

Partner
1NT
2t

You
2®
6NT

Partner
1NT
2™

You
2®
?

Possible Acol auctions might be:
a)

Partner
1´
Pass

You
1NT
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b)

Partner
1t
1NT

You
1™
Pass

c)

Partner
1t
1´
Pass

You
1™
1NT

All failing dismally to find 2™ which is
trivial for those playing a Strong No-trump
and Five-card Majors via:
Partner
1NT
2™

You
2t (transfer)
Pass

There is the need to both upgrade or downgrade
hands on occasion. I have to admit that I downgrade hands considerably less than I upgrade. I
guess basically when bidding I am a ‘glass is half full’
man rather than ‘glass is half empty’!
Downgrading: this quite literally means deducting a point mentally, i.e. holding a 15 HCP hand
and calling it 12-14 etc. Reasons to downgrade are:
1. 4-3-3-3 shape;
2. No intermediates;
3. Two honours doubleton (A-Q, K-Q, Q-J etc.).
Upgrading: much more my cup of tea! This literally
means mentally adding an extra HCP to your total.
Reasons to upgrade are:
1.

There! That wasn’t too difficult, was it!
There are so many hands where the Strong
No-trump routinely gets you to the best
contract.

2.
3.

Here’s another: holding a weak hand with a
six or seven card minor, if partner opens a
major in Acol you respond 1NT. Partner
always seems to have 15-16 balanced and
passes and you play in the wrong contract.
But with a hand such as D:

Hand D
´ 52
™ 63
tK85
®QJ8762

When you hear partner
open 1NT you simply
transfer into your minor
(see page 72 in the click
October issue). It is
link
rarely
a
worse
contract than 1NT and
nearly always scores
better. There are many,
many hands like this, I
assure you.

Upgrading and Downgrading Hands
Whichever basic system you choose to use, you
should be aware of the need not to rely solely on the
Milton Work Count to instruct you on what to bid!
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A good five-card suit (usually three of four
top honours is an automatic upgrade, e.g.
A-Q-J-x-x or K-Q-J-x-x);
Terrific intermediates (nines and tens,
particularly in longer suits);
Very good controls, particularly when showing very strong hands. Thus Hand 3:

Hand 3
´ AK83
™ A32
t A K 10 7
®A2

might
well
consider
showing itself as 23-24
rather than 20-22 due to
the magnificent controls.

Many ranges can be upgraded by a point:

•
•

14 becomes 15 (i.e. a good 14 opens a Strong
No-trump);
17 become 18 (i.e. a good 17 is too good to
open a Strong No-trump).

There are enormous gains to be had by adopting
this approach. (What?! You don’t already? – well,
you must start!)
Other ranges also work for upgrading: good 19point hands becoming 20 and opening 2NT, for
example. One observation I will make while concluding this topic is that I find it always works well
to upgrade when holding five-card minor suits;
www.ebu.co.uk
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with major suits be a little bit more circumspect.

Dealing with Natural Intervention after 1NT
Obviously you will already have methods to deal
with intervention over your 1NT opener whether
you play Weak or Strong. I refer you to my
click
article on Lebensohl in the February 2013
link
issue (pages 26-27) if you need any ideas.
A few reminders. Firstly I think it vital to play
double as take-out whether the opponents overcall
at the two or three level (the four level is a matter for
individual partnerships to decide). For example:
Partner
1NT
1
Take-out

Opp1
2™

You
Opp 2
Double1

Opp1
3™

You
Opp 2
Double1

If you normally use Lebensohl (or Rubensohl or
anything like that), it can still be used when playing
a Strong No-trump. You lose the ability to bid a
natural 2NT but gain an awful lot of definition to
more than compensate for this loss.
So if the opponents make a natural overcall at the
two level, then:
a) New suit at the two level is to play (typically
at least five cards and 4-7 HCP);
b) New suit at the three level is natural and forcing to game (not just to play as in standard
methods);
c) Bidding an immediate 3NT shows a stopper in
the opponent’s suit and is of course natural
(some refer to this as FASS – Fast Arrival
Shows Stopper);
d) Bidding 2NT forces partner to bid 3®. This
can then be passed with clubs or converted to
a new suit;
e) Bidding 2NT, then 3NT is natural but denies
a stopper;
f) After 1NT – (2™), you can show a five-card
www.ebu.co.uk

Dealing with Artificial Intervention
After Astro/Asptro variations, so for example after:
Partner Opp1
1NT
2®1
1
Hearts and another suit

And:
Partner
1NT
1
Take-out

spade suit in three different ways:
i)
2´ = non forcing, to play;
ii) 3´ = game forcing;
iii) 2NT then 3´ = invitational.
g) Bidding the opponent’s suit acts as Stayman:
i)
Bidding it directly shows a stopper in
their suit (plus four cards in the other
major);
ii) Bidding it via 2NT denies a stopper in
their suit (but still shows four cards in
the other major).

You

Opp 2

I recommend a similar approach to the one outlined
above:
i) New suit at the two level = to play;
ii) 2™ = three-suited (short hearts), i.e. take-out;
iii) Double = values (some choose to play it as
showing clubs, i.e. a double of an artificial
bid. This is not my personal preference but is
up to you!);
iv) Again 2NT = Lebensohl, initially demanding
3® etc.
Here’s an example to demonstrate:

Hand 4
´ K763
™ K52
t7
®A9652

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2®

You
3™

If 2® shows hearts and
another suit, then you can
use 3™ here (a cue-bid) as
Stayman with a heart stop;
you’re showing four spades
and a heart stop. Without a heart stop, the route
chosen would be to bid 2NT first, and then a
Staymanic 3™.
After a Landy/Multi-Landy 2® showing the majors,
very simple arrangements should apply. Just because
December 2014 English Bridge
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the opponents have announced both majors should
not stop you exploring major-suit contracts of your
own. Hence both 2™/2´ and 3™/3´ should all be
played as natural in my opinion.
Use ‘double’ to show values (generally if the
opponents then bid, I recommend a double from
either side to then be take-out not penalties). So:
Partner
1NT
Pass

Opp1
2®
Pass

You
Dble
Dble

Responding to a 15-17 1NT Quiz
Problem 1
´ 52
™ Q8
tKJ7542
®762

Opp 2
2´

A.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
Pass

You
?

B.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2®

You
?

C.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
Dble

You
?

D.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2´

You
?

A.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
Pass

You
?

B.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2™

You
?

C.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2´

You
?

D.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
3t

You
?

A.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
Pass

You
?

B.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
Dble

You
?

C.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2t

You
?

D.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
3™

You
?

The second double is for take-out.

After the Opponents Double 1NT
with an Artificial Meaning
Sometimes the opponents have an agreed method
where they use double as something other than
penalties (particularly over a Strong No-trump).
Here I recommend to use system on – that is, still
to use Stayman and transfers etc.
If they double for penalties, first of all bear in
mind that this does not happen very often against a
Strong 1NT. However, you can choose to use
whatever methods you want or are familiar with,
though in practice using redouble as strong and all
other bids as natural seems to be pretty efficient to
me.
The only complication I will add is that if opener
redoubles, this should be some sort of rescue mechanism – I use it to show a five-card minor suit when
I do not want unilaterally to remove the double to
find that partner was more than happy with his 6 or
7 count or whatever.
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Problem 2
´ AJ762
™ 63
tA82
®J95

Problem 3
´ QJ62
™5
tQ852
®J953
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Problem 4
´ 74
™ AQ63
tKJ85
®J74

A.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
Pass

You
?

B.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2™

You
?

C.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
2´

You
?

D.

Partner
1NT

Opp1
3´

You
?

Answers
1. a) A choice here. With a decent six-card suit
you might fancy leaving 1NT and hope to score
well. However, in the long run I am sure you
will score best by transferring to diamonds
(whichever method you use) and then
outscoring 1NT about 75-80% of the time.
b) Just bid 2t. This is simply to play.
c) Lots of options here. You could redouble to
announce the balance of the points, you could
pass and hope 1NT doubled is successful. You
could run to 2t or even jump to 3t. I quite
like this last effort – it makes it so much harder
for the opponents to find a possible major-suit
contract.
Jumping to 3 of a suit should be played as
pre-emptive, not strong and forcing, after a
penalty double (this should actually be the case
whatever no-trump range you employ).
d) An opportunity to compete in diamonds.
You can bid 3t directly if not playing
Lebensohl, but if you are you must bid 2NT at
this juncture. This requests partner to bid 3®
which you will convert to 3t. This is your only
way to play in diamonds so partner will get the
message and pass (hopefully!).
2. a) 2™, a straightforward transfer then 3NT to
give opener a choice of contracts.
b) Bid 3´. This is natural and forcing to game,
showing a five-card suit. With a six-card suit
you would most likely just bid 4´ directly.
c) Interesting! You can bid 3NT to show a
spade stopper – or if feeling hungry you can
www.ebu.co.uk

pass and hope that partner can re-open with a
take-out double, with their likely doubleton
spade. You can then pass this double out to
collect a decent penalty. This is only really the
sort of action you might take when needing a
good result in a pairs tournament, since
partner may not double – then your penalty
will be considerably less than the game bonus
for 3NT!
d) 3´. After a jump overcall bids should be
played as forcing in my opinion. (You must
agree this with your partner of course, since
the default without discussion is usually just
competing values but not forcing.)
3 a) Pass – why try to improve the contract? If it
ain’t broke – don’t fix it!
b) Again the choice is to pass (no five-card suit
to take out into) or to find an aggressive
redouble. It looks a bit thin to me but not
ridiculous to redouble.
c) Pass – assuming 2t was natural. Try to
defend.
d) Double – for take-out. These doubles can
and should be played potentially quite light in
my opinion. Clearly partner needs to know this
style so he should not pass these doubles very
often playing you for a stronger responding
hand. You will gain many part-score swings if
you adopt this method, but obviously if your
partnership passes the doubles too readily a
quick couple of -670s will probably deter you!
4 a) 2® – Stayman. Easy-peasy.
b)3NT – natural with a heart stopper.
c) Either a take-out double, or 2NT then 3´ to
show four cards in hearts without a spade
stopper.
d) Double – for take-out. Perfect! To play this as
penalties is really so handicapping for your
side; you end up having to double anyway
(warts and all) and often conceding a doubled
part-score or receiving an inadequate penalty
for the game you could make but not bid! In
my opinion, you simply must play these
r
doubles as take-out.
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COUNTY NEWS – LOCAL RESULTS
Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
WINNERS of the BBA Opening Pairs in
September were David Woulds – Monica Lucy.
The 50th Anniversary Celebration of the BBA
took place at Wilstead in October in the form of
a two-session Multiple Teams event with 14
teams of four competing. Clear overall winners were Nora
Gifford – Pat Skelton, congratulations to them both. Former
BBA Chairman George Goddard gave a speech on the origins
and history of the BBA, and there was a mid-session break for
a meal and a glass of wine. BBA Chairman Michael Collins
thanked ‘master of ceremonies’ Peter Malpass for organizing
the event and Jane Jensen for directing. A good time was had
by all – especially by the winners!
Peter Malpass has been appointed as the new County
Captain following Brian Keable’s resignation due to ill health.
Diary dates: Thurs Dec 11, BBA Seniors’ Teams, Wilstead,
1.30pm.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
SWISS Pairs winners of the Denys Jenkins Cup
were Barry Read – Paul Cockayne.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Mixed Swiss Teams. Jan 11,
County Pairs Qualifier.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
IN Jersey the Highfield Summer Cup was won by Chris Hill
from Paul Reed.
Highfield Bridge Club also held its Golf and Bridge Day
recently. Bridge winners were Pat Panter – Margaret Treacy
(N/S) and Peter Farley – Peter Pitcher (E/W). Golf winners
were Mike Newman – Aline Staples from John Panter – Fiona
Palasmith.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
JUNE Fitness – Cyril Harding won the County
Mixed Pairs from Jan and Ken Keast. This was
Cyril’s first win at this level and, indeed, the first
time he had played at Ladock.
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Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
THE AGM Pairs was held after our AGM in August and the
winners were Christine Ward – Babs Matthews.
County IMP Pairs winners are Terry McCarron – Philip
Walker, followed by William Thomson – Peter Mollart.
The Simple Systems Pairs was won by Alison Armstrong –
Merle Smith; 2nd were Margaret An Harrison – Mary Edgar.
The Cumbria Simultaneous Pairs was won by Mick Howse –
Mike Ollerton; Phil Walker – Terry McCarron were the
runners-up. Congratulations to all the winners.
Diary dates: Feb 22, Championship Pairs, Carlisle. The
County Spring Simultaneous Pairs will be on the week
commencing Feb 16. The Cumbria Congress will be once
again at the Windermere Hydro, Bowness, on Mar 20-22.
Entry forms and details of all our competitions are on the
Cumbria website.

Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
Summer Swiss Teams winners were team Wells,
with team Sowter (who led for most of the event)
2nd; 3rd were last year’s winners, team Smedley.
Winners of the India Cup (Multi Teams of
Four) was Team Madden (starring in this team
was Paul’s son Harry Madden, aged 13); 2. Team Kenny.
Diary dates: DCBA County Pairs, qualifying day Jan 31
with Final and Consolation Final on Feb 1.
Details of events scheduled by our county association can
be found on our website www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
This website also contains links to the websites for all
affiliated clubs, so if you are looking to play bridge in
Derbyshire please visit our website (please note our original
website www.dcba.org.uk has been superseded by the new
bridgewebs site above).

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
PLYMOUTH Congress: congratulations to the
following: Mike and Enid Hamon winning the
Plymouth Championship. Norman Massey,
Nethie White, Jacek Pietryzcki and Mike Orriel
winning the Swiss Teams. Novices Events 1. Joan Clarke – Liz
Clamp; 2. Damaris Styles – Joy Woosnam. Thanks to Don
Pearson for directing and scoring, and to Jenny Thompson for
directing the Novices Events.
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Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
CHOPE Salver: 1. Doris Hutchinson – Joan
Leese; 2. Eugene Sheehan – David Gill; 3. Miles
Cowling – Andy Hughes. Non Expert winners:
Sarah Fazakerley – Andrew Barnett.
Boston Cup: 1. Robin Wright, David Berwitz, Mike
McMorran, David Gill; 2. Tim Dunsby, Helen Ackroyd, Jon
Holland, Hugh Kevill-Davies; 3. Edward Leatham, Bill Sims,
Blanche Johnston, Yvonne Phillips.
Ladies’ Championship Pairs: 1. Janet Smith – Anne
Allerston; 2. Dawn Gladwinfield – Mooneen Potter; 3. Helen
Ackroyd – Ann Sharples.
Men’s Championship Pairs: 1. Tim Dunsby – Chris Guy;
2. Terry Carpenter – Jim Cowling; 3. Mike Fithyan – John Dakin.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
WELL done Waltham Forest who won the Fletcher
Trophy. Congratulations on a fine performance by
Tony Verran, Stuart Dunstan, Laurie and Stephanie
Burtt, Colin Elliot, Martin Baker, John Stimson and
Ben Hackenbroch.
Congratulations to Martin Smith on becoming a Grand
Master. Well done.
Mid-Essex won the Club Trophy; their team was Alan
Aylott, Margaret Rastin, Jon Ward and Coral Fallon.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
CANDOVER Swiss Teams, A Flight: Roger Johnson,
Michael Gwilliam, John Jones, Adrian Fontes. B
Flight: Ray Crawford, Heather McGinn, Tricia
Brooks, Marian Rudd. C Flight: Alan Mansell, Pat
Cavanagh, Anne Jenks, Kay Staines.
Diary dates: Dec 14, Yuletide Mini Swiss Teams. Jan 11,
Midwinter Mini Swiss Teams. Jan 25, Candlestick Swiss Pairs.
Feb 15, Valentine Mini Swiss Teams. All are held at Romsey.
Candlesticks starts at 1pm, other events at 2pm.
Dave Huggett is holding a seminar for improvers at
Winchester on Dec 7 on ‘Successful Defending’. This is from
3-6pm. All entries via the HIOW website or phone Steve
( 02380 702934.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
THE Senior Teams Championship was won by
Malcolm Harris, Rick Irwin, Alan Kay and
David Walker.
Diary dates: Dec 7, Rose Bowl. Jan 11,
Humble Cup 1st Qualifinal. Jan 25, Championship Pairs Semi-final. Jan 30, Cadet Pairs Final. Feb 1st,
Humble Cup 2nd Qualifinal. Feb 8, ECL Herts v Suffolk. All
events are held at the Bridge Centre.
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Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
KAY Preddy and Norman Selway were the
winners of the Dyer Smith Cup for the Kent
Mixed Pairs Championship. The Hunter Cup for
the highest-placed married couple went to
Gillian and Allan Foster. Congratulations to all.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
BOLTON Congress: Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Marianne Farr
– Rhona Goldenfield; Men’s Pairs: 1. Paul Evans –
Alan Whittam; Championship Pairs: 1. Bernard
and Rhona Goldenfield; Congress Teams: 1. Alan
and Kath Nelson, Jeff Smith and Peter Jones.
LCBA Mixed Pairs: 1. John and Judy Brearley.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
IN the Samani Salver (the Summer Knockout –
Handicap Teams of Four competition) the
Westcotes A1 team of Anne Wright, Steve
Wright, John Myles, Dennis Davis and Len
Kvietkauskas defeated Hinckley in the final.
In the Samani Plate (for first round losers) the Grantham
B2 team of June Dixon, Percy Hunt, Eileen Cooper and Terry
Hyde retained the trophy by beating Golf in the final.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
RANDOM Seeded Pairs: the winners were David and Carol
Hall, Tony and Hilary Swann. In the first heat of the County
Pairs League, the winners were Andrew Green – John
Longmuir. In the Allcomers Duplicate Pairs, Alan Millington –
Maolong Ke were first.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
THE London Mixed Pairs Championship in
September was a very closely fought event, with
several re-scorings needed before the final result
could be announced. When the smoke had cleared,
Chris Duckworth – Ian Payn emerged as winners with 60.6%,
just ahead of runners-up Victor Silverstone – Brigid
Battiscombe on 60.3% and Stan and Beata Ruminski on
59.2%.
The Clapham Café Bridge Drive in September was held on
a beautiful sunny day and was as popular as ever. Runaway
winners were local residents Robert Sheehan – Susie Lewis on
71.3%, ahead of 2nd-placed Susi Behrmann – Malcolm
Morris (who regularly do well in these events) and 3rd-placed
Keith Clow – Monica Davis.
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Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
NORTHERN Counties Bridge League: congratulations to Manchester on making it eight
wins out of nine in the A Division of the
Northern Counties Bridge League.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
THE Merseyside League opened the season
with its two-session Swiss Teams event, which
was won by the Amber team, with Abercrombie 2nd.
In the Simultaneous Pairs held by Deva BC and their ‘twin’
in Sens, the E/W winners were Ian Blackhurst – Irena
Emberson. In the N/S line, one of the Sens pairs won with
Fred Dixon – Pat Pulford in 2nd place. Between the two
centres, 33 pairs took part.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Catherine Seale – Ian
Pagan who won the Tollemache Trials and were
automatically chosen for the Tollemache Qualifier
in November.
All results, diary dates and much more
information can be found on the Middlesex CBA
website: www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
Diary dates: in December and January there are a number
of Mixed Pairs and Championship Pairs heats. For full details
please visit the county website which has an extensive
competitions calendar.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THE YMCA Trophy, the last of the summer
competitions, was won by Mike Walsh – Roger
Amey, with Neil and Laura Tracey coming 2nd.
The King’s Lynn Trophy was won by Peter
Clemens, Brian Barrett, Trish Foster and Tony
Graham. This result was changed after the team declared
winners on the night realised that they had been credited with
a score that they had not earned.
The EDP/John Harrison Trophy was won by Gabriel and
Giles Ip, with Richard Thornley – Malcolm Connolly as
runners-up. This event is for the leading pairs in each club’s
pairs competition.
The Houston Trophy for teams of four was won by Roger
Amey, Matt Millson, Mike Walsh and Michael Whiting.
Unfortunately this could not be run as a Swiss Teams event as
there was insufficient support.
The Smart Trophy, the first team event that the county has
organised on a Point-a-Board basis, was won by Peter and Jan
Pennington-Smith and Martin and Jan Pooley.
In the Eastern Counties League match against Essex, the A
Team lost 8-12, the B Team drew 10-10 and the C Team lost
7-13.
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North East
www.neba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Aileen Cunningham –
Mary Page, winners of the NEBA Swiss Pairs
competition held at Durham Bridge Club, with
Peter Allan – Ken Pattison in 2nd place and
Wojtek Zakrzewski – John Portwood a close 3rd.
The EBED Autumn Sims Pairs in September raised £15,000
with two NEBA pairs finishing first: Aileen Cunningham –
Chris Stenning from Morpeth BC on Monday and Malcolm
Dawson – David Thompson from Bishop Auckland on
Thursday – congratulations! Good luck in the draw for £1,000
being drawn in November at the EBU’s AGM.
The Senior Pairs Trophy held at Whitley Bay was won by
Alex Mathers – Steve Gibson, with Brian Lumsden – Frank
Springett a close 2nd, and Carole Newton – Helen Hardy
winning the highest NGS ranking. Well done all.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
Wed Winter League 1: 1. John Josephs, Ross Stacey, Leszek
Lubaszewski and John Pearson; 2. Mohan Fonseka, Andy
Robinson, Sue Westcott and Brent Hill. Wed Winter League 2:
1. Jonathan Watkins, Hugh Williams, Rob Bates and Andy
Robinson; 2. Malcolm Orr-Ewing, Leszek Lubaszewski, John
Josephs, Ross Stacey. Sat Winter League 1: 1. Marcus Witt,
Trevor Thrower, Bill Chadwick, Mike Gore Browne; 2. Mike
Keogh, Mike Kennedy, Terry and Mary Knights. Sat Winter
League 2: 1. Bill Simpson, Beryl Peill, Doreen Simpson and
Alan Coker; 2. Robin Griffiths, Andrew Bisson, Ben and Joan
Gibson.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge.org.uk
WINNERS of recent county competitions were
Alan Bailey, David S Jones, Jette Bailey and Roger
Sweet (Paul Jones) and Steve Tomlinson, Sheila
Coda, Ralph and Lesley Smith (Mixed Teams).
Congratulations to both teams.
Diary dates: Dec 12, Friday County League 4, Woolavington. Dec 20, Saturday Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs, Woolavington.
Jan 3, Saturday County Swiss Pairs, Woolavington. Jan 9,
Friday County League 5, Woolavington. Jan 25, Sunday Mixed
Pairs, Woolavington.
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Suffolk

Wiltshire

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
Suffolk Women’s Pairs: 1. Jane Moore – Elizabeth
Tora; 2. Bim Wilson – Trissa Orange; 3. Stella
Hjaltun – Joyce Wood.
Suffolk Men’s Pairs: 1. David Morran – Julian Lang;
2. Andrew Moore – David Price; 3. Eric Newman – Mike
Malin.
Felixstowe Congress: Swiss Teams: 1. Paul Mollison, Bernie
Hunt, Val Mollison, Brian Davies; 2. Malcolm Pryor, Karen
Pryor, Eric Newman, Mike Sherer; 3. Chris Chorley, Paddy
Murray, Mike Wren, Richard Perryman. Jack Barnard Trophy
(Non-expert teams): 1. Peter Bushby, Christine Garner, Paul
and Christine Rickard. Championship Pairs: 1. Graham
Grist – Mike Walsh; 2= Malcolm and Karen Pryor; 2= Sandra
Nicholson – Krys Kazmierczak. Consolation Pairs: 1. Graham
Beeton – Jeff Orton; 2. Marcia Levan-Harris – John McCoy;
3. Richard Perryman – Mike Wren. Open Pairs: 1. James
Tullett – Suzanne Gill; 2. Karen Scott – Jenny Gittins; 3. John
King – Bridget Starkings.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Sheila and Tony
Cockerill who won the Club Pairs Challenge, and
to Janet Cahm – Marietta Andree who won the
Bank Holiday Swiss Pairs.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
MANY congratulations to Philip Hunt – Neil Watts
who won the Surrey Green Point Swiss Pairs. Philip
and Neil won all of their seven matches.
Congratulations to Pat Collings – Kathy Williams
who were overall winners and to Rosemary Dawe –
Brian Poland who won the B Stratification grouping
in the county Bognor Basic Bridge Pairs. Well done too to John
Fitton – Jim Downes who at the Autumn Congress won the
Simple System Pairs.
At this year’s Autumn Congress the Swiss Teams was won by
Dave Franklin, David Gritt, Gerry Stanford and Andrew
Southwell. The two Davids also won the Swiss Pairs (and also
the Sir Noel Mobbs Cup for being the leading Sussex pair) on
the second day. The winners of the Non-Expert prize (and
also the Broad Salver for being the leading Sussex Non-Expert
pair) in this event were Mervyn Wotton – Helen Kent.
Congratulations to all!
The Third Annual SCCBA Golf/Bridge day took place in
mid-September and the overall combined bridge/golf winner
was John Vermeer.
The trophy for Best Sussex Junior, presented and donated
by Harold Linfield, has this year been awarded to Stephen
Kennedy.
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www.wcba.co.uk
THE season has got off to a good start with
the well attended Mixed Teams at the end of
September, which was won by Roger Karn,
Paul Keightley, James Dunlop and Valerie Austwick, followed
by the almost over-subscribed Corsham Pairs which was won
by two of Wiltshire’s youngest players, Ambrose HolmesMackie and James Green.
It is also nice to see that despite being a small county this
year we have 29 teams participating across three leagues.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
The season is now underway and results so far
are: Irene Allen Non-expert Pairs: 1. Paul Slater –
Martin Gill; 2. Margaret Hanson – Ian Lewis. The
Richard Lewis Trophy was won by Liz Smith –
Steve Simmons. Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Joyce Skelton –
Georgina Lineker; 2. Sue Evans – Jane Morton. Men’s Pairs:
1. Simon Harrison – Brian Stanley; 2. Paul Tapster – Paul
Hammond.
Inter-Club Teams: the current leaders in the Inter-Club
Teams are: 1. Worcester ‘A’ (David Thomas, Joyce Skelton,
Stewart Fishburne, Mike Vetch); 2. Bewdley (Brian and Carol
Varley, Wendy Packwood, Jane Somervell).

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
Congratulations to the following on their
achievements in recent events:
Huddersfield Rose Bowl: 1. Geoff Kenyon. June
Manning, Judith Biles, Stephen Pollard; 2. Patrick
Trevanion, Stuart Barrett, Roger Sharp, Tom Smith; =3. Sheila
Galloway, Sue Pell, Carole Kelly, Mark Stead; =3. Angela
Booth, Peter Radley, Denis Murphy, Kevin Hawkins.
Kath Grimoldby Simultaneous Pairs: 1. Graham Jepson –
Frank Littlewood (Beauchief); 2. Rod Hose – Dave Robinson
(Sheffield); 3. George Bak – Gill Copeland (Bradford); 4. Ray
Lyall – Ray Hutchinson (York); 5. Roy Garthwaite – Heather
Hobson (Huddersfield).
Garforth Swiss Teams: 1. John Hayton, Mike Jackson, John
O’Sullivan, Ian Johns; =2. Roy Garthwaite, Heather Hobson,
Patrick Trevanion, Stuart Barrett; =2. Cheryl and Dave
Duddell, Angela Booth, Peter Radley; =2. Richard Pike, Pete
Waterman, Richard Hilton, Pauline Cooper.
Great Northern Swiss Pairs (hosted by the YCBA on behalf
of the EBU): Richard Winter and Nottinghamshire’s Willy
Crook were 2nd; Carole Kelly – Geoff Kenyon were 5th; Terry
Read – Martin Ott were 7th, and James Thrower – Sarah
Teshome were 10th. Great Northern Improvers Pairs: Gillian
Emerson – Alan Stephenson were the winners, Sylvia Hall –
Christine Willey were 3rd, and Andrew – Kathy Pearson were
4th.
r
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In Memoriam
ROSA CARTER (Cornwall). Rosa died in September.
She had no children of her own but had a loving
long-term relationship with a family in the Midlands
and died suddenly while on holiday there. Rosa was
a larger-than-life character who enjoyed life to the
full. She was a keen bowler, playing in Tregony to a
high standard. Her bridge was adventurous; she
played regularly in several clubs in Cornwall and on
many bridge holidays in the UK and abroad. She is
missed by her many friends.
DON GLOZIER (Lincolnshire). Don was a member of
the Scawby Bridge Club. He was a charming man and
always a delight at the bridge table.
MARJORIE THOMAS (Lincolnshire) was a member of
Scunthorpe Bridge Club and died suddenly. She was
a founder member of the Scunthorpe and District
Bridge Association. Her manner at the bridge table
made her many friends. Both Marjorie and Don
Glozier (above) will be sadly missed.
TONY PRIDAY (London). It is with great regret that the
LMBA notes the death of Tony Priday, aged 92, who
was an honorary member of the county. No-one in
London, or indeed within the whole EBU, can fail to
be upset at this sad news. No-one was more prolific
as a player, or more consistently entertaining as a
columnist. That he was a Vice-President of the EBU
confirms his contribution to the game behind the
scenes. He was competitive yet charming, and always encouraging – the complete gentleman.
Our sympathies to his widow, Vivian, who made
him so happy in recent years, and to his friends in
the bridge world, which is, frankly, just about everybody.

NORMAN BRYDON (North East). Over the past few
years he lived in the North West and played little
bridge. Sadly he passed away shortly after returning
from a holiday with his wife Hilda in the Loire Valley
where no doubt he enjoyed the odd glass of fine
wine. Norman was a fine player who won many
North East competitions and represented NEBA on
many occasions.
He was an accomplished organ player and a fervent supporter of Sunderland Football Club. He was
very keen on gadgets and was often the first to try
out new ideas in bidding theory, usually with great
success but as our wonderful game teaches us, sometimes with disastrous consequences. He was a very
generous and thoughtful man.
RUTH COUBOROUGH (Warwickshire) died on the 3rd
October having suffered from cancer for several
months. She supported several bridge clubs and
played regularly in county and national events. She
will be sorely missed.
PETER FOSTER (Yorkshire). With great sadness we report that Peter passed away on 30 September. Peter
was a founder member of Doncaster Bridge Club
and served on its Management Committee for most
of the time of his membership, working hard to ensure its successful operation and development. He
also devoted a great deal of time teaching bridge to
both beginners and improvers. He was a member of
the YCBA Management Board from 2004 to 2008
and for many years organised and directed the Newcomers Pivot Teams event. Peter will be greatly
missed. He is survived by his wife Gail and sons
Matthew and Edward, all of whom are bridge players.
HELEN DUNHAM (Yorkshire). We are sad to report
that Helen Dunham died on 27th August, at the age
of 103. She was a member of Wakefield Bridge Club
for over thirty years and played with her husband,
Fred. In 2007 they celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary with a special event at the Wakefield club.
Helen used to play for Wakefield in the Yorkshire
League, but had been living in Leicestershire since
2009.
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